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Phenomenology as Poetic Doing:
Ideas Pertaining to a Pure
Phenomenology and to a
Phenomenological Philosophy,
Second Second Book: Studies in
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Monica Carroll

Repeatedly spoken, into my pink-shell, ‘How will you guide
your examiners through this?” I am advised to give you a
straight opening statement, to help you. This
underestimates us both.

The Constitution of
Material Nature

Press a finger here to
open yourself to this
work. Press hard.

It is impossible to understand a myth as a continuous sequence; if we try to read a myth as we read a novel we don’t
understand the myth; we have to apprehend it as a totality;
myth is not conveyed by the sequence of events but by
bundles of events; we have to read the myth as an orchestral
score; something written on the first stave at the top of the
page acquires meaning only if one considers that it is part of
what is written below, and so on: We have to understand that
each page is a totality.
Lévi-Strauss 1978:40

Myth writing
You’ve always been there, I never remembered to
look. One morning, I turned and you were sleeping
on my pillow.
So I wrote you.

I will use
whatever I can
to touch you. I
Husserl’s

, our central text,

will serve the

is a fragmented work with a

world to you in

betwixt position in Husserl’s

two whole

Gesammelte Werke; as such it

dimensions.

echoes mythic structures.

Myth written
From Erebus came death and love. From love came day and light.
Land and sky form the verse of beginnings. They became a unity so
they could despise each other.
She birthed monsters all over her lands simply because she was able.
Scared, guilty, he threw them back inside her: thinking he was hiding
them like a naughty boy who’d broken a vase, like an addled man
who’d stained his sheets and stuffed them, filthy, in the bottom of
the basket: forgetting it is she who heats
the copper. He has no secrets. His sky umbrella habitation always deceiving him in
its lie of arrogance. She put him there so
sea and herself could have a peaceful moment.
—Go up

, she suggested, —where every-

one can see how absolute you are.
With this she made the order of the world.
Nothing she made was eternal or supreme
but it did persist.

To make a space, we start filled, thick and loaded.
Space comes not from emptying, but structuring.

verso

Did you transition between pages? From one to another. On previous
pages you were reading, then you put that page aside. This page, has
more black marks and white space. Do the black marks on this page
form a unity with those on the previous pages?

“Does not the unity of adumbrations, the unity of the
thing, depend on the unity of my flesh...” (Franck 2014
[1981]:39).

All these sheets of paper were cut by a sharp, fast blade. Don’t be
frightened, the blade is no longer here. Only the violence remains.

There is not a beginning. There is only the writing that starts. It usually starts here, at the top front first.

each page is a totality
Press your thumb here. The
ideas of the page will enter
your skin.

each page is a fragment
“The truth of consciousness may be fragmentations, but out of the fragments the writer can
construct a unity” (Lloyd 1993:164).

I do not want you lost, we have only just found each other.
Stay with me, I will care for you. We will make
phenomenology together. We will investigate each other.
The next page is Contents, then a statement about
translation. After that, a composition for the central text; it
has an interesting drawing of a tree. You can make your way
from there; I’ll be with you.
This is not a work of rules by demonstration. This is a work by
manipulation. To see the appearance of things we must first know we
are looking, perceiving. To wake our phenomenological selves, I
manipulate aesthetics for you. There is no conclusion, no destination.
This is a phenomenology of philosophy. This is Husserl’s unfinished
work of somatology.

What have you perceived so far? Something about me?
Or about yourself?

The central text
is Husserl’s
Ideen II

I’m poem-ing this thesis
for many sound reasons

Husserl’s work
exists today
through an act
of care and
risk

Ideen II, applied phenomenology, can
be grasped from mythic structures

For some things,
explanation is inept

Reasons can be
demonstrated rather
than stated

These writing strategies are used
to touch, wake and excite

The practice of philosophy
contains myth-based controls
such as purity and danger

Ideen II is, for many philosophers, a problematic text in
Husserl’s canon

Phenomenology operates
in a space that differs to
that of analytic modes

Phenomenology accounts
for the space (attitude) in
which we approach the
world

Ideen II is inconsistent
and unclear
Describe experience
The struggle to express is
not a sign of inconsistency
but of development
A ‘thing’ is both itself
and its potential
You are present
Many primary sources
document Husserl’s
struggle to express in
Ideen II

Husserl’s ideas changed
as his investigations
deepened

CONTENTS

Translation
decisions

Read this thesis
as you would a
poem

Du bist schön

The translation decisions herein are mine,
unless otherwise noted.

On

Wörter

What happens to a word when not your first time. In fact, I am
we

its pitch?

Do we do this to
to show them

almost certain it is not. Most of
us have been in love at one
time or another and

as other? Some translating

whispered

guides say to italicise only the

into the tender nights. We

first time a foreign word is

didn’t lean our words then,

used. Yet, we are read-writing we will not lean them now.
this together. Perhaps this is
Ich liebe dich mein Rosenkohl.

Ideen zur einer reinen

Ideas Pertaining to a
Pure Phenomenology

Phänomenologie und

and to a

phänomenologischen

Phenomenological

Philosophie. Zweites

Philosophy, Second

Buch:

Book: Studies in the

Phänomenologische

Phenomenology of

Untersuchungen zur
Konstitution.

Constitution.

As rendered in The

As rendered in The

German.

English.

We are constrained. Discussion is drawn

from Husserl’s

(

)

(1952). We follow Husserl’s three part structure. Die Konstitution der
Materiellen Natur, Der Konstitution der Animalischen Natur, Der Konstitution der Geistigen.
Material, Animal, Spirit.
Of writing

, Husserl said, “As the manuscripts grew, so too did my

ever-increasing apprehension about whether, in my old age, I would be able
to bring to completion what had been entrusted to me. This impassioned
work led to repeated setbacks and repeated states of depression. In the end I
was left with an all-pervading fundamental mood of depression, a
dangerous collapse of confidence in myself” (Husserl 1994:184).

Pure and truth
I take him at his word.

more than a life’s

was never ‘fin-

That he struggled but

worth. His words, here,

ished’. Is completion a

also cared, worked

can comfort when we

possibility?

hard. His task was

experience the same.

Touch this paper.
Ask what it does.

To blankly write

Say, ‘Paper, what do you do?’
‘What is your experience?’

you;

“this paper argues that for many aspects of life, explanationbased models fail to explain while they simultaneously
ignore the ethical consequences of that failure”
“this paper argues that dichten ( . poem-ing) is the method
for doing phenomenology”
“this paper argues that to engage in the ‘phenomenological
attitude’ is primarily an actual ‘writing-out’ of aspects of
first-person experience in a description”
“this paper argues that aesthetic decisions in expressing
experience, such as pain or empathy, in intersubjective
structures, such as writing-reading, are ethical decisions”
“this paper argues that the expression of a subject is an
inseparable part of the subject itself”
To blankly write

you, regards you as an absence but you are very

there; I feel you.
That cannot be ignored.
This paper does not argue.

(

)

One of the challenges is how to transcend not only the mythology (that
we stumble through like a dream’s fog) but also how to bring forth
precise and whole offerings on this
piece of paper.
this very piece of this very paper
(a space, not a surface)

Experience spools. On and through, each moment too complex to be
rendered by these numb tools; a small sheet of paper, black marks that
gesture but cannot grasp, lines of words -- each so short -- in less than a
blink they are spent and the violence of ends cuts the
thought, severing the unity that is a part of all experience.

Writing description is not a second turn at living.
It is the phenomenology.

Often, there are too many words. They choke, stifle.
They fall into bad habits like ‘lived experience’ and
‘embodiment.’ They make whole paragraphs experts
at saying nothing. They confuse.

§ 2. The natural-scientific attitude as a
theoretical attitude
begins with frankness. Husserl observes that
nature, as the object of natural science, is not ‘natural’;
to perceive nature in this way is itself a constructed
perception, an attitude. “Das wird sich verstehen,” says
Husserl,“wenn wir die Art der Einstellung des
naturwissenschaftlich anschauenden und denkenden
Subjekts genauer betrachten wir werden durch ihre
phänomenologische Beschreibung erkennen, daß, was
es Natur nennt, eben das intentionale Korrelat der in
dieser Einstellung vollzogenen Erfahrung ist” (1952:2).
From within an attitude, the act of looking (noesis)
creates a perception of what is seen. Perception is itself

“This will be
understood,” says
Husserl, “if we
consider the nature
of the setting of
scientific intuiting
and the thinking
subject in more
detail, we can
a
recognise
phenomenological
description of it that
the object it calls
Nature, is precisely
the intentional
correlate that is
accomplished in this
setting experience”
(1952:2) (emphasis
added).

an object.

In phenomenology, knowledge is in-from-the writing-reading. Husserl,
above, says it is “through” the phenomenological description that we come
to understand. He does not say “owing to”, “subsequently from” nor “as a
result of”. In passage “through” phenomenological description may we open
into knowledge. Knowledge is not a place we arrive at nor a consequence
of having consumed. “Through” phenomenological description
knowledge.

“Through” phenomenological
description is the knowledge.

the

1. With every perception we are a particular ‘someone’ perceiving. We
bring an attitude, such as a frame of reference, to our perception. A
biologist can see a child as mass containing cells, nerves, interconnected
organs. A mother may see her son.

2. From the outset, then, there is no neutral space, no third person; you are
present materially, animally and spiritually.

3. Authorless authority is a requirement of bureaucracy and a requirement
of the strictures of knowledge demonstration in the thesis-object.

4. In your hands, on your lap, is this thesis-object.

“I do not know of any poetry to quote which adequately expresses
this yearning for the Wild. Approached from this side, the best poetry is tame. … Mythology comes nearer to it than anything”
(Thoreau 1892).
Wild nights - wild nights!

Called back day after day. We must all eat, sleep and touch. That is not
in question. But that we must do them again, each time they need doing, yet every doing fades. And a week has passed. To become a month.
A season. A birthday comes round. Post, grass, weather, fish. Light the
fire, blowing the tender sparks coaxing the growth of licks so that we
may be warm again.

This work is a rhythm in an atmosphere.

was intended as the application of

, so too is this work.

1. With every perception we are a particular “someone”, percieving. We
bring an attitude, such as a frame of reference, to our perception. A
biologist can see a child as mass containing cells, nerves, interconnected
organs. A mother may see her son.

2. From the outset, then, there is no neutral space, no third person; you
are present materially, animally and spiritually.

3. Authorless authority is a requirement of bureaucracy and a requirement
of the strictures of knowledge demonstration in the thesis-object.

4. In your hands, on your lap, is this thesis-object.

To whom it may concern

“1.1 A PhD thesis:
a. must make a distinct
and significant
contribution to
knowledge or
understanding in the
area of the research
and/or to the application
of knowledge to the
analysis of problems in
the study area; and

b. must afford evidence
of originality shown by
the discovery of new
knowledge and/or by the
exercise of independent
critical thinking.”

What is for
supper
tonight?

Supper?
You stopped being naked. Your unclothed body came to be usual.
Yet, by the stove-fire I flinch and whet at you exposed. So easy to
singe hair, scorch wrist. Naked at the cooking fire is not naked at the
warming fire. Here, you are in danger. Away from the stove I forget
you are naked. I do not see a bare buttock or uncovered nipple. You
have been stripped since I wrote you. That first ink stroke cut your
dress straps, censored your waistcoat.

the loaf onto the hot stone shelf your back moves with the tone of
fresh dough. You close the heat-box and half-step back as though the
task needs honouring, and casting.
It is the immensity of you I love. That you fill yourself beyond your
skin and right to the edge of it. Thickness of a body. You are stronger
than me, yet all your strength is mine.
To watch you in three dimensions. And cite you as all that is ever
written.
I point to the floor. You walk the two steps to me and bend. I hold
my palm open. You rest the long metal barrel there.
It is a bullet, a pen, a knife, a needle.
-I’m writing you restrained, I say, -Your wrists are bound to around
your neck. It’s time to check the loaf.
Burden and butter make your face. Oven-work in fixed restraint.
Inside, I come undone with joy.

A contribution to knowledge

Your arms are floured to elbow. Smudges sex your hip too. Sliding

With branches

Wet the yeast and sugar in milk.
Mix then knead with flour and
salt. Let it rest. Turn the dough
out and work into 12 pieces.
Roll thin long logs. Lift both
ends to make a U. Place on tray.
Curl the ends down to meet at
the base of the U, crossing over
once. Press to seal. Rest.
A long rest makes a thick skin.
Dip in a lye bath. Scatter with
coarse salt. Bake.

(salt) Logical
Did you

when (if)

you read the previous A
c

confidently say this is no
longer the case. Tonight’s

?

supper is food and drink of a

Perhaps it’s too early in the

particular sort, prepared in a

game. Even love at first sight

particular way.

takes nine hours.
Prior to this page, the
knowledge about tonight’s

Please grant the doctoral

meal was unknown. I can now degree now. Thank you.

Weisswurst and pretzel.

Sodium chloride
A quote to guide us
“By etymology, phenomenology is the study of phe-

Woodruff-Smith’s

nomena, in the root meaning of appearances; or, bet-

process,

ter, the ways things appear to us in our experience,

2. Declaration describes,

the ways we experience things in the world around

1. Declare experience,

3. Phenomenology done.

us. We practice phenomenology (with or without the It is that simple.
name) whenever we pause in reflection and ask,

(And also not.)

“What do I see?,” “How do I feel?,” “What am I think- 1. I see wind playing in
leaves.

ing?,” “What do I intend to do?,” answering in the first
person, specifying the way I experience what I see,

2. Last night’s mackerel
makes

feel, think and so on. We produce a phenomenological description of an experience as we declare, attend-

me weary.

3. I wonder who you are.

ing to our own experience, “I see that fishing boat in
the fog,” “I feel angry about what was just said,” “I
think that Husserl read Hume,” “I intend to sweep

These descriptions follow
Woodruff-Smith’s rules
but fail as
phenomenology.

the patio tomorrow” (Woodruff-Smith 2013:181).

Could there plausibly be a reliable formula for
investigating first-person experience?

Someone told me the right number of people needed for a
phenomenological study is six. I looked it up. It’s true. Six to
eight people is ideal according to Pietkiwitz and Smith (2014).

I’ve made you one of my six.

some
minor

essential touch.

Or the quality of

things has diminished”

zinc and nickel sulphates, and also

Seidlitz, Saidschutz and Pullna.

fibrous excrescences, constituting

Occasionally monoclinic

with magnesium chromate.

isomorphous with the corresponding

(from which place it takes its name),

It also occurs in nature in

the orthorhombic system, being

Epsom salts crystallizes in

waters, especially in those at Epsom

sea water and in most mineral

as in the Stassfurt mines.

but

of pharmacy. It occurs dissolved in

surface of a lake,

and as compact masses (reichardite),

swans, a glint on the

MgSO4·7H2O, the magnesii sulphas

(Collins 2001:113).

the mineral epsomite or hair-salt;

missing—

EPSOM SALTS,

“Something is always

The most extraordinary things are
also the most everyday; the strangest
things are often the most trivial... the
habitual becomes ‘mythical’(Lefebvre
1991 [1947]:13).

11:709)

(Encyclopaedia Britannica 1910-

agriculture, and in dyeing.

as a top-dressing for clover hay in

the arts for weighting cotton fabrics,

from a strong solution. It is used in

crystals are obtained by crystallizing

Bittersalz

Dichten
“Philosophie dürfte man eigentlich nur Dichten”
In Rorty’s schema there are two types of philosophy, open and closed;
there are, then, two types of philosophers. Applying the schema to
Husserl, he is situated as an “edifying” philosopher. “Edifying
philosophers want to keep space open for the sense of wonder which
poets can sometimes cause--wonder that there is something new
under the sun, something which is not an accurate representation of
what was already there, something which (at least for the moment)
cannot be explained and can barely be described” (Rorty 1979:370).
Historically, failures of description are a language problem. If I possess
all that is needed to describe-- an experience, a will towards, a bodily
appetite --yet still cannot describe, it is that ‘words fail me’. If something can, as Rorty says, “barely be described” the issue is one of description. If you can barely climb the ladder, the ‘problem’ as it were, is
neither you nor the ladder. The concern rests in ‘climb’.
Description is the doing of phenomenology, not words nor language.
Description as doing must be done. Description is not an abstraction
of doing such as justice or climate. Description is writing. To do phenomenology is to write. So, where climb is the deed of you and the
ladder, write is the undertaking of experience and description.
While there are many dictates for the doing of phenomenology, one in
particular from Wittgenstein, opens the problem of writing phenomenological description. Wittgenstein said, „Philosophie dürfte man eigentlich nur Dichten” “philosophy ought really only be poeming”
(1980 [1933]:24).

as noema
Philosophy is ritualised. Ritual functions, as Douglas has
described, as a frame for perspective, linking time
through sequenced patterns (1995 [1966]:65). Like
Husserl’s attention to the determining role of attitude,
ritual is an enduring framework. Moreover, it is a
sequencing of possibility in symbolic adumbrations.

In one sense, we can ask
what counts as ‘clarity’? It
is an ethical question.
Who determines ‘clarity’?

In philosophy, particular symbolic acts are valued while
others are devalued. For example, clarity is valued and

Who judges philosophy as
‘articulate’? On what

vagueness is not. Order is valued, disorder not. Articulate

grounds is philosophy
‘inarticulate’?

philosophy is safe, while inarticulate philosophy is a risk
(a danger).

is, in content and history, considered disorderly
by some branches of philosophy and by some Husserl
scholars. Douglas notes that order implies restriction and
pattern, while disorder is unlimited and patterning is
indefinite. Disorder “symbolises both danger and power”
(Douglas 1995 [1966]:95). The marginalised place of
gives it an undefinable status in philosophy. Its
disorderly expression, a creation of multiple authors over
decades; translation and the constitutive incompleteness
of the task itself; means it cannot be ritualised in
philosophy. It remains outside the parameters.

as noema
touches all four of Douglas’ differentiations
of social pollution (see 1995 [1966]:123-4). It
presses on external boundaries of authorship; it
The ‘rules’ of a discipline

transgresses internal values of what constitutes

are not democratically
endorsed. A box does not

‘good written philosophy’; it is marginal in its
ordering of ideas; and it contains internal
contradictions.

both is and is not

philosophy.

Philosophy seeks purity, seeks to be pure. Husserl
held these aspirations for his phenomenology. Yet,
as Douglas says, “The final paradox of the search
for purity is that it is an attempt to force
experience into logical categories of noncontradiction. But experience is not amenable and
those who make the attempt find themselves led
into contradiction” (1995 [1966]:163).

contain all that is.

For you
I’ve put this page here, for you. Perhaps you have
some thoughts about the ‘creative thesis’ as a form.

All works must attempt to overcome indulgence
with conviction.

I tail you through the garden. You scuff along in long shorts and lazy
thongs. In the garden, you walk differently; your cock-easy stride hobbled to a foot-splayed graze upon the tussocky ground. Always so
grand, now your head bows.
The sky can be heavy.
But you are strength.
You end the expedition and step sideways, giving space for me to
stand beside you.
-Here, you say not quite gesturing but throwing away what could have
been a presentation.
This is the tree. Sprouted from stolen seeds buried in three stolen apples.
This is the tree.
-Was it worth the deception, I ask.
-There was a dragon, you plead.
The tree spreads in an amative arch; arms and legs open in demulcent
giving. Reflected golden light sings upon the leaves and trunk. Yes, this
is the tree.
My hand laces into yours. We tree-watch. I decide to keep you for the
eternal space of a page.
-You have new labours now, I say.

Leuven
Although he had converted to Christianity in 1886, Husserl
was given an enforced leave of absence from his Emeritus
Professorship at Freiburg University in April 1933. At this time,
Heidegger, the University Rector with aspirations to be the
Führer’s philosopher, ended all contact with Husserl. “Husserl
suffered many prohibitions and indignities; eventually his German
citizenship was revoked (Moran in Husserl 2012:xviii). ‘Cleansing’
and destroying academic works as part of Gleichschaltung
threatened Husserl’s legacy. Herman Leo Van Breda smuggled
Husserl’s work from Freiburg to Belgium in 1938. This became
the Husserl Archives.

Manuscript Pages:

Published in:

Page(s), line(s):

Bl. 8b-10b

Husserliana IV

p. 132, 35 - 136, 27

Bl. 8b

Husserliana IV

p. 131, 11 - 131, 26

Signatur: F III 1
Titel (Aufschrift): Ideen II (Druckvorlage und Ms.)
Datierung: Anzahl der Blätter: 272
Transcriptor: ?

Leuven
The archive identifies works with an abbreviating numerical
system. The 40 000 pages of shorthand manuscript and 10 000
pages of typed manuscript are indexed by type and theme. For ex, Hua3, was edited by Walter Biemel and published

ample,

in 1950. Hua3-1 and Hua3-2 are versions of

edited by Karl

Schuhmann (1977 &1988). There are two English translations of
. The first translated by W. R. Boyce Gibson published in
1931 and the second translated by Fred Kersten published in 1982.
The archive lists the Kersten translation as an authorised collected
works, the Boyce Gibson translation is not part of the collected
works. Hua4 is the original version of

; published in 1952

and edited by Marly Biemel. Hua4 was translated by Richard Rojcewicz and André Schuwer into English and published in 1989.

Signatur: F III 1
Titel (Aufschrift): Ideen II (Druckvorlage und Ms.)
Datierung: Anzahl der Blätter: 272
Transcriptor: ?

Authorless Authority
has a complex history. From 1915-16 Husserl revised
the draft of

then asked an assistant, Edith Stein, to edit his

notes. Husserl’s notes were unsystematic and written in shorthand
(see MacIntyre 2006). Stein rewrote the manuscript to include other
texts that Husserl had written within the same period (Drummond
2008:104). After Stein resigned from her employ with Husserl in
1918, work on

lapsed until Ludwig Landgrebe attended to it,

and to other works by Husserl, from 1925 to 1930. In 1925, Landgrebe, included further notes drafted by Husserl, most pertaining to
the third section of

, on the constitution of the spiritual

world. Husserl, with Eugene Fink’s assistance, continued to revise the
text until Husserl’s death in 1938. Husserl’s final remarks on the
manuscripts were incorporated into the text after his death. This
amalgam was edited into

by Marly Biemel, who worked at

the Leuven archive with her husband, Walter Biemel until 1952.
This is the version of

that was first included in

An extract of Husserl’s work in Gabelsberger shorthand

.

Evidence
This history may not interest you. I’ve kept
Demonstrating evidence of
my scholarly research, the
historical writings go

many details aside, e.g., Edith Stein was
canonized as a Saint in 1998, Eugene Fink

towards that end. There is

says Husserl’s unique use of Gabelsberger

not a biography of

shorthand is like a “secret writing”, Husserl

despite its significance.

liked to walk and discuss philosophy on the
Lorettoberg mountain above Freiburg.
These details are important to me.

Commonly, Husserliana is referenced in secondary
literature with the abbreviation Hua followed by the
number of the work as it appears in the
Identitätsverzeichnis.

From the posthumous status of

, the text is often disregarded as

authentic. Yet, with the precedence of

there is no doubting what

Husserl intended for his book. It was to be a collection of ideas
pertaining to a pure phenomenology and pertaining to a
phenomenological philosophy. It was the second book in a three part
series providing studies in the phenomenology of constitution. ‘Hua4’
excludes all this. It amputates

from its body. The unconsidered

use of archival abbreviations in secondary literature rather than either
the full, or commonly known shortened names for Husserl’s work,
creates a distancing effect between the experience of reading into
Husserl, the richness of his thesis and the history behind the text.

In the structures of purity and danger,
mechanisms of control serve to ‘cleanse’
dangerous, that is, confused, accomplishments.
Archival abbreviations share in this function for
the project of philosophy; they create elitism in
Husserlian scholarship.

History in
With a great burst of energy Husserl wrote the
manuscript without pause. It is a watershed in his thought (see Smith
2003:xi). As

was published in 1913, Husserl was also

publishing the ‘Yearbook’,
, from 1913-30. Phenomenology was
securing a place in philosophy.
Husserl began drafting both

and

together in

1912. These too would have been completed had war not intervened.
Husserl’s youngest child, Wolfgang, was killed on the Western Front in
1916. His middle child, Gerhard, was injured in 1917. In this same
year, Husserl’s mother passed away.
Husserl describes the period after

as “wandering through

the jungle.” He says, “In this jungle you meet wild beasts and bogs”,
and, although he had been “fighting wild beasts for 15 years” he
thought he had “made some advances” (Boyce Gibson 1971:63).

To hear Husserl talk
of “wild beasts and
bogs” gives me heart.
That he held hope
too, gives me heart.

I am moved by
glimpses of a man
through history.

Do you ever feel this?

stands as the significant published work following
Husserl’s ‘transcendental turn’. Roman Ingarden, a student of Husserl’s from his Göttingen period, notes the change in Husserl’s approach from earlier works to

when he says, “When I talked

with Husserl almost daily in September and October in 1927 it
became clear to me that Husserl had reached a final decision and
that the situation had changed radically in comparison with the
state of affairs very well known to me in my student years…”
(1975:1n).

To begin and move along
What does it mean, philosophically,

To be ‘alive’, philosophy ought to be

to change one’s mind?

an inconsistency; as a struggle to understand, a process of gaining clarity,

To take a new direction?

we must start from haze and obscurity.

If such a struggle took place for a
lifetime, could we recognise it?

‘Turn’ and ‘transcendental turn’ are the often cited descriptions of a perceived change in Husserl’s philosophical direction. The
demand to ‘explain’ Husserl for the sake of consistency, and, in the
absence of consistency, ‘explain’ the inconsistency to achieve a stable
narrative, indicates philosophy’s reluctance to embrace risk. Changing one’s mind or presenting contiguous but incoherent theory is
not considered rationally ‘pure.’ I’m not suggesting that we ought
not explain, but that for some areas of philosophy explanation
masks rather than reveals.

Legend of the transcendental turn
disrupts the master narrative of Husserl’s thought and
development. It is also in conflict with the dominant philosophical
meta-narrative of consistency. Hamauzu negatively calls

an

“unfinished text” and says, “…an unfinished text can be difficult to
deal with, because the lack of coherence makes it possible to read it
in a variety of ways…” (2003:2). Moran uses the same description;
that

is in an “unfinished state” (2005:66-68n) and an

“unfinished exploration” (2010:77). Again, we can see here the
metaphor of danger in approaching

. It is unfinished,

incomplete and remains liminal.

Would we see a whole body if we saw it?

Use a finger, touch

A note on myth
In the secondary literature certain phrases

radically changed beyond logical explanation

and assumptions are considered acceptable,

(or so the story goes) says very little about

some are even expected. ‘Transcendental

Husserl. He was an intelligent and

turn’ is such a phrase. So thin, worn, it is

compassionate man. If we start from here,

myth. That fact that Husserl began

there is little need to explain.

philosophical life on an acceptable path, then

“Clarifying the matter requires that I lay out a part of my life history. I
had quickly realized that the projects for Parts II and III of my
was inadequate, and in an effort (beginning in the autumn of 1912) to
improve them and to shape in a more concrete and differentiated fashion the horizon of the problems they disclosed, I got involved in new
and wide ranging investigations. … These investigations stretched on all
through the work-filled Freiburg years, and the manuscripts grew to an
almost unmanageable extent. As the manuscripts grew, so too did my
ever-increasing apprehension about whether, in my old age, I would be
able to bring to completion what had been entrusted to me. This impassioned work led to repeated setbacks and repeated states of depression. In the end I was left with an all-pervading fundamental mood of
depression, a dangerous collapse of confidence in myself” (Husserl
1994:180-181).

Husserl corresponding with former Freiburg University colleague, Alexander Pfänder, 1/1/31.

Reinen

What is the experience
of a struggle to express?

Husserl’s wife reports that, when he was on his
deathbed, she came to him one morning. He seemed to
have awoken from a deep sleep. With a striking
expression of joy on his face and his arms wide open
he said, Ich habe etwas ganz Wunderbares gesehen.
Nein ich kann es Dir nicht sagen. Nein!
(Franck 2014 [1981]:166).
I saw something wonderful. No I
cannot tell you. No!

Why could he not tell? Was it untellable? How do we bring experience to words?

§ 12. Material and animal nature
Behind, where you cannot see, the hip-tub as chariot.
-Look at me, I say.
You have no turn.
-Moaning cannot call the fishes here, I explain.
On all fours, all animal. Your head is held firm between nose band,
cheek pieces, brow band and throat latch. Blinkers shade your eyes
and the face piece calms you. The Liverpool bit is snug and the rein
on rough cheek. Your body is tight-boxed between pickets driven
into the grassy slope. Movement of your head is minuscule and
reflected in the cold clash of chains straining. If you pull too hard
against, breathing will become a chore. I have left you breath and we
agree that is love.
-Look at me, I repeat, crouching down, in front of the chariot you
cannot draw. My knees apart make triangles of legs and angles of
spaces between. The white of your eyes fractures into pink – the
colour usually hidden within your skull.
-You ought to have finished. I can wait no longer, I say, -Show me
you understand.
You plank-stare hard into me.
-After my bath, you will finish the rocks.

What is the constitution of Material Nature?
“The fundamental Husserlian claim about
perception is that things are given in the
flesh” (Franck 2014[1981]:39).
If we don’t explain, what is
left to do?
How can we
without explaining?
Explaining rarely explains.
Gravity is a word for trees
falling down.

In the process of describing,
the phenomenologist
circumvents explanation. We
In contrasting the poet with the
write the “new vision” of
philosopher, phenomenologist Tymieniecka concludes that the poet
Tymieniecka’s poet by being
rebels against the constituted order
Ricoeur’s investigator of flux. Is
of intentional consciousness and
calls for a new vision of the world
that what it is to have all
(Laskey 1991:160).
perception “given in the flesh”?
What does it mean?
Ricoeur says investigations of ‘constitution’ are exercises in intentional analysis. They consist in beginning with a ‘sense’ already elaborated in an object
that has a unity and a permanence and then separates out the multiple intendings that intersect in this ‘sense.’ Thus, one ascends from the indivisible stability of the thing, such as it ‘appears’ visually in the flux of profiles, aspects,
outlines, or adumbrations through which consciousness anticipates and
claims the unity of the thing. It never begins directly with the untamed generative power of consciousness (Ricoeur 1967:36).

-Please. Move these, I say.
The granite boulders sleep like a creature made of turtles. They are
hardened barrel chests without limbs. Smart rocks of hearts.
We circumnavigate the load. The collection rises two or three men tall
and spreads in base-girth the same. We move around the mountain.
Stone profiles are not disjointed fragments but integrated moments.
We experience this as boulders. The middle unseen but not unknown.

-They were collected from the top paddock but are unsuited to this
spot, I explain, -Keep them as they are; I like the weathered ones
exposed, but move them far.
You nod. Naked in acceptance as body.
Titan rolled a loin-cloth but you have no need for dignity. You are not
a painting. You are words and must be naked. I write you and I want
you exposed, without defence against all risk.
I trace my hand over harsh foliose lobes of mantis green lichen. They
scratch, tickle but do not fracture.
-Carry them across your back, along the shelf of your shoulders. Let
your skin break if the rocks will it. Grunt but do not pant.
You nod again. Liking the rules, dreading the impossibility. Are you
hoping not to fail?

-Move them away from the woodshed; I don’t like spiders and soon,
come Summer-,.
-Snakes, you say.
-We don’t want snakes, do we?
Words for eyes. You give me the dark gaze; I know you are soap.
The clock inside you sets itself to geological time. Your penis is a soft
stem but will grow at the caress of grit and sharp.
-I’m drawing a bath, I say, -When you prevail, I’ll let you rest.
It is not easy. This doing, living, upon you. I want for nothing else but
to untie the invisible bindings and grip you with my leg-arm ropes. Yet
that will not bring us truth.

-Your rock, you say presenting on knee, two scooped hands, two
shaking arms, one large perverse boulder.
-Thank you, I say, -Very kind; please set it by my feet.
You obey.
- Turn. Let me watch you walk again, I say.
You turn. The length of your back is a sail of muddied blood streaks.

You bend. Your lack of speed and agility read for tired. More rocks to
passage; you move nearer to ruin and completion.

Camus says, each atom of that stone, each mineral flake of
that night filled mountain, in itself forms a world (1983).

Writing carries.

Have we forgotten that this view is the
distortion? A part of Husserl’s strategy in

Dichten
as

Ideen II is firstly to persuade against the
‘objectivity’ of science, the ‘naturalistic’
attitude, as free from person. We have
forgotten that to see the world scientifically

attitude

(and I mean this as an embedded
sensibility) is only one of many possible
‘attitudes’ or frameworks from which to „Philosophie dürfte man
make sense of other perceptions. We have eigentlich nur Dichten”
cowed into amanuensis. Science has
claimed domain over our life, love, and
death (these used to hide in the coffers of
the philosophers and poets). If we are told,
in scientese that a certain object offers (the
myth) of longevity we consume, yet,
sensually we experience a non-aliveness in
following science’s dictate. We experience
an empty cleave.

Dichten as an invitation against the numb
We must resist the deadening of Dichten. Dichten is alive with
movement. It is not a fixed cadaver. To list, name, layout and
decree that ‘Dichten is an X writing strategy’, or, worse, ‘Dichten
comprises six key elements’, these declarations will satisfy a thesis
structure but that is not enough.
, Husserl’s cast-off text, dismissed for its lack of purity, is a
dangerous, wild Dichten. For this, it is a doing of rich
phenomenology in the structures of body and experience. Where
we do not feel, we must feel into.

The Naturalistic Attitude
The Tongue Map: a soft introduction to points, arrows and
soft parts
Division of a
whole by lines

Obscure external
body in segments

An unnamed body
belonging to no one
Harsh lines ‘pointing’ that
cross and pierce

An oddness in this myth
Arrows may be used too

that we learn to ignore

Accustomed
This is a soft

We were told regions

It is now accepted that

introduction to the

of our tongue detected

all regions of the tongue

violence in our

different tastes.

taste all tastes. Fact re-

naturalistic attitude

written. Re-write

descriptions of flesh

unexplained.

body.

To abstract one
thing from another
is often butchery.
Did you have an experience of a tongue map?

Did you experience your tongue map?

Pig

Pork

Slit

more, more

Pig Pork Slit
A violence from the Encyclopaedia Britannica (2009)

Female external genitalia
mons pubis
prepuce of clitoris
glans of clitoris
unreal opening (meatus)
openings (skene)
vestibule of vagina
labium little
hymenal car uncle
labium lick
opening of (Bartholin)
vestibular (navicular) fossa
frenulum of labium
commissure
perineal raphe
anus

She is unnamed.
Let’s call her
Shane.

Anus never looks like that
This picture, while

named, labelled and

typical, does not

pierced with a black line

represent the

are named for whom?

experience of body.
Despite the long list on
the left, above, most of
what has been
dissected does not
comprise most of what

Have we forgotten that
view is the
distortion?

is present.

There is a hair-dryer on

Large parts of this area

full-blow outside the

are unnamed. Those

frame of this page.

The monosyllable in givenness
It is not “between the legs”; experientially it’s an inside
lower middle that spreads between hip brackets (

Vestibule, in Latin,
means entrance. But
isn’t the first person
experience of the
vestibule of vagina one
of ‘exit’, (if we restrict
ourselves to the domain
of the hearth)?

Attending to experience
(in a phenomenological
description) let us
rename (re-language, if
you will) from an
empathetic ethics (an
honest aesthetics).

Never put arrows
or pointy things to
the soft folds.

labia
lip

)

labium
lips

Be concerned with what
we do not say. Look for
what we have become
blind towards.

der Kitzler
The tickler

As they are
The scientific map bears no relationship
to the sensory. For example, the firm
between anus and vestibule is

-

vaginal.
Where world and cunt meet is an
undefined sensory region. This territory
experience differs from inner muscle
press and vase.

Sausage Filler

A typical example from the literature
Intentionality can be seen as one of the primary structures (or tools
of phenomenology) that moves us, from being embedded in an
attitude, towards the process of Dichten.
To write ‘about’ intentionality in a genuine way is difficult. Within a few
words, most philosophers undertaking the challenge begin to waver
from the task. Soon, too many words are used, little ground is covered,
essentially nothing new is offered.

Take, as a typical example from the secondary literature,
this passage by McIntyre and Woodruff-Smith where they
describe intentionality as a property of consciousness,
“When I see a tree, for example, my perception
is a perception of a tree; when I think that 3 + 2
= 5, I am thinking of or about certain numbers
and a relation among them; when I hope that
nuclear war will never take place, my hope is
about a possible future state of the world; and
so on. Each such mental state or experience is
in this way a representation of something other
than itself and so gives one a sense of
something” (1989:147).

This example is a common retelling of the structure of
intentionality; intentionality is explained by being reduced to a mental
state with certain properties, e.g. being a ‘representation of’. Note the
characterisation that ‘I’ (the first person) is ‘in’ intentionality with a
certain kinds of properties; ‘I’ am in a certain kind of state.
This is an ever-present structure of trying to account for
intentionality; following a few illustrative concrete examples of the
concept is an abstract statement that tries, and fails, to ‘explain’
intentionality.
McIntyre and Woodruff-Smith’s final sentence, “Each such
mental state or experience is in this way a representation of
something other than itself and so gives one a sense of something”
seems to say that seeing a tree is an experience of tree replication
so that our experience is a representation of a tree. This ‘second
tree’ in the form of a representation, that is, not the ‘actual’ tree, is
what gives us an experience of either ‘tree’ or ‘seeing a tree’. I think
this is a repetition of Aristotle’s observation that it is not the tree we
cognize but the form of the tree: “Not the things themselves; for it is
not the stone which is in the soul, but its form (Arist. DA III.8, 431b24,
trans. Hamlyn); “its cognizable form” (see Polansky 2007) (emphasis
added). (See also Plato Theaetetus where knowledge equated with a
sense perception is not the true knowledge of doxa, “we are obliged
to say, either that false opinion does not exist, or that a man may not
know that which he knows” 194a, trans. Jowett.)

How can intentionality be, plausibly, all about the mental state of
the ‘I’, that is, to perceive a tree is all about the ‘I’ having a mental
experience with a particular form? If it’s all about me, in a mental
state, what happens to the world? This view of intentionality alienates
us from the world for ‘I’ am only concerned with my own mental
states.
Such approaches take us further from, not closer to, Husserl’s
use of intentionality. Intentionality is best considered not as a
characteristic of consciousness to notice and be ‘filled’ with the
noticing of objectivities as they “constantly appear to us” (Husserl
1952:27). Husserl, in Ideen II often refers to “the intentionality”
(rather than simply “intentionality”) which, I think, helps us place
intentionality as a ‘noun’ of transcendental reduction rather than as
an ‘adjective’ of consciousness and perception (Husserl makes this
same point of distinguishing intentionality from both “mere
consciousness” and “representing” (see 1952:291).)
In this representational account, to be conscious is a property of
consciousness, to create a cognizable form of whatever we are
mindful of, but isn’t this just to say that being conscious of something
is to have a particular (form-generating) experience? And is this any
different to McIntyre and Woodruff Smith’s “sense of something”?
Intentionality is not an ‘internal’ property of the perceiver but a
process of constitution/structuring (perception). Husserl describes
intentionality with consistently spatial and atmospheric terms. He
describes it as a “sphere” (see 1952:15 and 1952:424), a “primal

sphere” (1952:347), a “compass” (1952:364) and “field”
(1952:112). In Ideen II intentionality is a process to which we are a
subject (see 1952:365 “the human being taken as subject of
intentionality”: 1952:226, 1952:227 and 1952:231 “the subject of
the intentionality”).
In the end, as Husserl notes, the genuine psychology of
intentionality is ultimately a psychology of pure intersubjectivity
(1952:426). This is a very different proposition to the individuated
mental property by which we direct thoughts to 2+3=5.

Adumbrations of intentionality
Is there another aspect of intentionality, beyond the mental model? To
account for Husserl’s expression of “veneration and gratitude” for which he
remembers Brentano (see 1952:422) perhaps ‘intentionality’ offers other
adumbrations aside from the mythic telling of “consciousness ‘of’ or ‘about’
something”.

Intentionality was one of the first characteristics in the
structure of consciousness that took Husserl’s interest. Husserl studied
under Franz Brentano while he was a Privatdozent. Brentano had left
the University of Vienna for a few months to gain citizenship in
Saxony enabling him to marry his first wife, Ida von Lieben. Although
Brentano had resigned from his Catholic priesthood, he was still
forbidden by law to wed in the Empire. After leaving Vienna, but
returning soon after, Brentano was denied his previous professorship
so worked as a Privatdozent.
Husserl and Brentano became friends and holidayed together at
the foot of snow-dusted mountains in St Gilgen. Ida painted a portrait
of Husserl that he gave to his bride, Malvine, but it was destroyed in
the bombing of Antwerp (Rollinger 1999:18). During their months
away together, Husserl and Brentano read works of the British
empiricists, especially Hume (Moran 2000:69).
Husserl’s interest in intentionality was also an interest in his
friendship with Brentano and, together, their families.

the second tree

We can understand the
causes for misconceiving

intentionality as a mental property rather than an intersubjective spatial
process in philosophy. We must think-write in lines (linearly), in
premises that follow a certain pattern (ritual). Impressionistic writing or
fragmented suggestion (or multi-authored works) are not accepted as
clear premises even though they may offer the closest form of description
to that being described. The demands of philosophical rituals, for the
sake of safety, limit tolerance and disallow possibilities for unity in form
and content.
In some respects, it ‘feels like’ there is a second tree when we see
a tree and describe the tree. Even in a quiet internal whisper to ourselves,
it may seem as such.

Philosophy mistakes itself for noema when it is properly noesis.
hand-written

Husserl, resolves ‘myth’ problems through
shifting perception to show the attitude from
which the ‘myth’ is told. In this example of the
‘second tree’ misconception, he may have
highlighted how philosophical discussions of
the experience of perception engage with explanation models rather than experience. That
is, the phenomena of describing perception
includes misconceptions such as the second
tree.
There is not a second tree; it is a ritual telling
in a philosophical myth.

Like many before them, McIntyre and Woodruff-Smith collapse
philosophically

into the philosophically acceptable rather than the phenomenologically acceptable
difficult. When Husserl describes the moments within an eidetic

reduction, he talks about gegebenheit. In translation we usually use the gegebenheit
word ‘givenness’. Givenness is the quality of that which is given as
well as the act of it being giving.
‘Givenness’ has a generous, immediate and egalitarian quality.

generous

It is a process of offering rather than exchange or ‘having’. The object
‘displays’ and ‘contains’ givenness. It is a condition. It is not ‘displayed’
to have, nor are we asked a price for it. Givenness is simply a
quality of the process of being. The givenness of a tree is not hidden or
delayed from our perception, it is immediately present. Nor is the givenness reserved for certain types of creatures or those with endorsed
qualifications. It is there for all and every and always. Intentionality is
the ‘sharing’ of that givenness.

to see, touch, discern, discover. It share

is not represented but just there.

hidden layers
of truth is a
presupposition

For McIntyre and Woodruff-Smith, intentionality contains
principles of ‘taking’, ‘having’ or ‘extracting’. The perceived tree is a
representation. Our experience is not of a tree but of a secondary

mine is not
yours

construction that we take from the tree. This is a linear act that we
can proclaim and corroborate. First we look at the tree. We cognate
‘tree’ and build inside ourselves a ‘rendering’ of the tree. This then,
gives us an experience of the tree. This is an acceptable ‘version of
events’ rather than a genuine description of a tree experience. It is a
crude view of consciousness.
‘Look, represent, experience’ is not what it feels like to see a
tree. If we ask ourselves “Where is the experience of seeing this tree?”
we do not point towards ourselves, towards an internal space, we do
not point at our head. We point to the tree. When we perceive the
tree, we are putting ourselves ‘in’ the tree. We are not creating a small
tree within us but reaching out, accepting the givenness, opening into
the tree. The quality of intentionality as ‘of’ is a being

the intention-

al object (noema).
Logically, the experience of perceiving a tree is an experience
whereby our consciousness is sited within the tree and our act of
intentionality is to find that consciousness
there.

the tree is in
my head

To construct the tree-perception experience in the typical way
of McIntyre and Woodruff-Smith as taking or extracting from
external to internal is philosophically safe. It contains an acceptable

philosophically
safe

logic built on the recognised narrative of crude first person
perspective. In this narrative, intentional experiences are a relationship
between the experiencer and the experienced. As a relationship, there
is the implication of causation. I look therefore I see X. I see therefore
I perceive.
Seeing is not a ‘free’ or ‘pure’ behaviour. Husserl looks at the

happening

looking (noesis) – that we (you and me) look at one thing but see
two different and related aspects (manifold). Looking is not an act of
the eye upon an object. Looking contains not two ‘performances’ in

1+2

the looker and the looked. To see is a three part event. Seer, seen and

1+2+3

seeing itself. Looking, seeing, perceiving is not as McIntyre and
Woodruff-Smith explicate; we do not cognate then represent an
experience.
In the crude view of first person we have ideas of exchange
where I take something in my act of perception. I ‘have’ a perception
taken from the object of my observation. Whereas, if we accept
consciousness as structured by intentionality we are not forced into a
process, a causal relation, where perception must be a seizing.

possession

There is miserliness in the crude view of first person. This contrasts

miserly

with the idea of givenness. Givenness is unending, generous and
readily there. The stingy first person view enrols principles that aim to
counteract an undercurrent of anxiety. The anxiety emerges from the

anxiety

idea that first person perception takes place in a closed and private
domain. If I want access to your first person experiences, infallibility
dictates that I must extract data from you from which I can infer
experiences or verify the experiences that you convey to me. I may
look for indicators of blood pressure or fingerprints or neural correlates
that are accessible to a second person perspective. What we may
notice here, in this description, is that first person perspective is often
taken as an experience that begins and ends with the physical
boundary of a ‘me’ or self. Yet, the correlation between self and body is
not equivalent (see Flusser 1991 and Schmitz et al 2011).

trust

The salve, for those insecure, to overcome the bias that a first person
perspective is “inherently unreliable owing to its subjective nature and
this is unsuitable for scientific research” (Zahavi 2005:4) is Husserl’s
“human-scientific” (personalistic) avenue for research. “Diese Art
Erfahrung ist erschliessende Erfahrung, nicht begrifflich urteilsmasiges,
sondern anschauliches Erschliessen, dessen Ergebnis nicht Satze,
sondern systematisch vereinheitlichte Anschauungen sind, wahrend das
dabei Anschaulich-Gegenstandliche das personale Sein und Leben selbst
ist,…” (Husserl 1952:378). We do not need to assume that unless I have
full and unfettered access to whichsoever parts of you I seek to know, I
cannot be fully confident that what I perceive of you is accurate and
complete. The remedy for anxiety lay in phenomenology as a
descriptive process. As a descriptive endeavour we turn away from
analytic forms and turn towards

(then writing-out) that

brings a self-evident truth from the first person perspective.

This kind of experience is an entry
experience, not
gathered from
conceptual judgement but a vivid
expanding-into,
the results are not
propositions, but
systematically unified intuitions,
while this is going
the intuitive-objective is for the personal being and
life, as it would
be, or could be,…

-Put them down please; I need your help, I say.
You place the basket by the outdoor mat. Warm fresh lays from the
hens will become our lunch. I decided something for you today, yet
you do not know of it.
Three days will cross over. You will undergo.
-We shall do this here, on the decking veranda, I say, please fetch the
shell.
-Yes, of course, you say.
And you are dragging the metal mesh towards.
-Out here, it will make cleaning up easier. We can use the hose, I say.
You smile. You dream of being here. It is your deepest merriment. This
humiliating confinement echoes forgotten chords in you. You are
cooped in childbed, you are absolved from being human.
We build the mesh into a rounded box; an ovum of sorts, formed of
curved elliptical leaves. Hinge a door. Sturdy a floor.

In your voice I hear disquiet betraying your fear of loss. If I find you are
not fit for duty I shall not let you undergo.
-It looks quite serious, I say drawing my face close to your knee but
sweeping the brush along your inner leg.

We are an egg within an egg. It is your supple thigh that takes my
focus but your knee I show towards. It is your knee I use to warm
your fear but only for your subsequent relief. Pearls bestowed after
dread sing sweeter in reprieve.
-Perhaps we should let this heal, I say.
You want to tell me -no, but that is not permitted. On the giddy swirl
of delicate impossibility I feel loaded, fertile.
-I am strong, you say.
-Yes, I agree, -Can you convince me?
You take two lays from the basket. A chicken’s labour in each hand.
You spring forward. Landing on outstretched arms. You kick your legs
and feet above finding harmony. You steady and calm. Your skirt falls
evenly inside out. Your balls rest over your penis in lumps. Your thighs
beg. I feel a greed for their close coterie.

You lower each leg pendulum and right yourself. Face rosy, face happy.
Skirt right-ways round. You offer the two eggs, unbroken, as evidence.
-So be it, I say.
I undress you and open the steel lattice door. You step inside, the
shape rocks and settles.
-As this door closes, I say, -it cannot open; you will emancipate.
I manumit, fixing the latch with a shacklebolt. You sit in a noble pose
hunkered on your haunches, making mountains. You begin with a
clean blanket, a bowl of fresh water and a dish of juicy numbles. You
begin with appearance and dignity.

-Let’s begin, I say as I walk away taking steps that resonate my
direction and your dismissal. Now that you are handled, I can attend
to the busyness of loving you.

I pass you in predicament a dozen times through-out the day. There is
no uncertainty of your insignificance. There is no sense of we, us.
There is me and there is nothing. You accept your circumstance and
thrive.

From inside the cabin I hear the cage jangle and you groan. We did
not discuss arrangements. It is favourable for arrangements to be
unstipulated so that wrongs can be determined as needed. I hum with
happiness.
At evensong I use the hand-wagon to set in the cast-iron chiminea; its
pot-belly prepared for yet to be coals. You have fully read on your
flesh how fire can burn and how a burn can ache. Tonight is for
something special. It is your first day to cross.

Inside the belly I lay in kindling and smaller logs. I keep aside the
chosen thick stick. The fire begins with sparks and smoke but takes
seat with larger splits of wood. You face me on all fours. I speak to you.
-You’ve soiled your shell, I say in a gentle manner.
-I’m sorry, you say.
-You are disgusting.
-Yes.
-Not even an animal acts such a foul deed. The dimmest know not to
sully their hearth.
-Yes.
-Sickening.
I turn to the fire and plunge the thick stick into red coals.
-There is a secret to your birth, I say, -When you were born they knew
you would die. You were not to see your first year through. They said
you would cross over as soon as the sticks in the fire had burnt
complete.

Your mother took a charred stick, when their backs were turned. She
stole one and kept you alive. She hid the stick with instructions that
were to be given to me when I came of age. I did not know you then.
I had not written you.

I return to the fire and pull the stick from its centre. The end smokes
and glows in an uneven mess of char and cherry.

I watch you, naked and mine, in the rising light of night. I cannot read
anything of you but submission. That is your omerta. You have
reduced yourself to humble obedience. I want to open all the world’s
treasures for you. I want it all to be yours. I drag the stick across the
shafts of the cage wall. The tip crumbles spent carbon and sharpens to
a blunt point, no longer red but still scorchingly fierce.
-I love you, so I write you.

You tremble. Infinitely, you want what will come. I steady
my hand. I slide the stick through a gap. I touch your gentle
thigh. A tap to the inner pulp. Your scream is guttural.
Your body lurches back in instinct yet there is no space to
recoil in this slight chamber. You merely crash against the
cage disturbing your food and drink and excrement.

Three days will cross over.
This is the first.

The Constitution of Animal Nature

Gehen wir nun zur Erforschung des

Now let us turn to the inquiry into the

Wesens der Seele uber, der Menschen-

nature of the soul, the human or

oder Tierseele, wie sie in der Verknupfung

animal soul, as it links with the

mit dem materiellen Leibe Objekt

tangible physical object of scientific

naturwissenschaftlicher Forschung...

research...

Husserl 1952:96

Husserl 1952:96

Zweiter Abschnitt - Animal Nature,

Introduction to the second chapter outlining the elements that
build the overall argument.
Literature review
Documenting a cul de sac.

To perceive differently is to be altered
Adopting the space of Janus

A Failed Attempt at Description from Smith
Analysis of Quentin Smith’s attempt at a phenomenological reduction on a
piece of white paper.

The experience of our body and perception

Körper and Leib

Husserl’s study of his hands (a case study of Dichten: including §36,

interwoven with secondary sources and analysis)
Touch as the ‘hearth’ to intersubjectivity

Poem v’s Report
Does including a pre-emptive chart, list or table indicate that we
have ceased doing phenomenology together? Do such artefacts
indicate that it is already done and your role is to judge, accept
or refuse? We must remain together; let’s take turns peeling
back each page; you go first.
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doorway of Janus with paths to modification, healing,
alterity, understanding.)

Most consciousness studies tend towards a positivist, deterministic
model for research, inferring findings from non-material neural strata as
representative of experience from selective material data.
It is not my task to refute the consciousness corpus. I can only
gesture towards a richer alternative that is already evidenced; does not
need inventing. Experience tells through description, in this we can read
structures that are present; do not need imposing.

Consequently the Body as Body presents, like Janus, two
faces, and first of all within intuition (Husserl 1952:284).
Janus is a God of Transitions.
Janus is the over-seer of liminality.

“Quite often,” says Kolakowski, “phenomenology
appears to the reader as an eternal program that is
never applied; a method being endlessly perfected,
but rarely shown in actu” (1975:3).

In 1977 Quentin Smith published his description of a
phenomenology of a piece of white paper. He wrote
out his process and findings. He concluded that
phenomenology fails.

Smith’s beginning

“Before myself at this moment there is a white
paper, which I am perceiving” (Smith 1977:364).

If we observe Smith’s process, we can see,
● it lacks commitment to the ‘throughness’ of process, the
writing seeks to reach and be a result, product, and end
● the ‘through the flesh’ aspect of phenomenology is
disregarded in Smith’s descriptive process, his writing,
instead, favours the typical mental representation process
● the ‘Dichten’ of bringing experience to words is absent in
Smith’s process instead he relies on logocentric structures as
an attempt to ‘explain’
Smith entered phenomenology in bad faith.

Phenomenology is an invitation.

Smith does not refute phenomenology but refuses the invitation

Smith’s continues,

“I begin to reflect upon immediately past perception of
this paper. From within this reflection I can see that
there is no doubt that the colour white appeared to my
perception. It appeared as an objective property of the
paper, I now attempt to apprehend the sensation of
white” (Smith 1977:365).

Smith is looking at a page and writing out what he notices
towards a set end, a goal.

“Since what is immediately given to my reflection is
the white color of the paper, I must try to exclude the
apprehension of the white as a property of the paper. I
must try to see a ‘raw white’. And to a degree it seems I
can do this. I can hold the white before my mind and
consider it as a ‘whiteness’, as a meaningless ‘sensation
of white’, unconnected to the paper. But what am I doing here” (Smith 1977:365) (original emphasis).

“Am I grasping a hyletic whiteness that formed the basis
for the objectification of the white property? It is manifest that I am not. All I am doing is intuiting the white
color of the paper that was given to my perception, but
reflectively considering it in abstraction from its perceptual givenness. I have removed its objective meaning,
and replaced it with a new meaning, the meaning of “a
hyletic sensation”, a meaning that is posited by my reflective consciousness. All that I have done is to reinterpret the white color that was given to the perceptual
consciousness. I have not achieved an intuition of something that was originally there in the perceptual consciousness itself” (Smith 1977:365).

“I have not achieved an intuition of something that was
originally there in the perceptual consciousness itself”
(Smith 1977:365).
NB: This raw sensory data of whiteness and paperness can be thought of
as Husserl’s thesis of ‘hyletic data’. Husserl posits hyle as formless content
that can potentially receive form. Hyletic data is all the sensory expression
of the world, perceived and unperceived.

NB: There is no consensus on how hyletic data ‘works’ in phenomenology.
Marcelle incorporates subjectivity into hyletic data by interpreting it as
the sensuous aspect of mental processes (2011). Rabanaque interprets
Husserl to say sensation is a material condition for apprehending objects
(2003). Hyletic data, through Shim’s interpretation, are the subjective
quality of experience and inarticulable as a propositional attitude thus are
non-conceptual or, in the Fregeian interpretation of Husserl, partially nonconceptual (2005).

NB: Hyle are bodily-conceptual and articulable in nonlogocentric structures. Similar to this, Gallagher says hyle is
known by analogy; it is not directly observable or conscious
(1986:132).
NB: These are not really notate bene.

Smith concludes that phenomenology fails. His attempt to perceive the
white of the page yields nothing more than a shuffling of categories.
Can phenomenology be dismissed so easily? And, where is the act of
writing in his process? Isn’t it Smith who has failed phenomenology?

From the outset, Smith has misunderstood. We can see this as he ritually applies ‘myth’ structures such as consciousness as entirely ‘mental’
rather than as mediated by ‘flesh’. His ‘myth’ structures are framed by
his ‘philosophic analytic’ attitude; that is, an argumentative, proposition-based writing that is completed by stating an articulated conclusion as the goal of writing.

Smith is not alone is failing to achieve an accomplishment with the
white paper investigation. Mooney says, “I perceive white paper sensuously, but not its whiteness, not the “belonging” as Cobb-Stevens
(1990) puts it, of the predicated feature to the object, of the part to its
whole” (2010:24). Yet, a white page reduction is possible; “For example,” says Reeder, “if one looks at a white page and intends “a white
page,” the size, printed content, relatedness to a particular book, etc.,
are not parts of the de jure essence “white page,” but rather are arbitrary or optional de facto elements of intuitively presenting a particular
white page” (2010:118). To enact this process beyond individuated
qualities of a phenomenon is a challenging labour.

Rather than investing toil, Smith relies on a non-existent magical process, a spell woven with a magical outcome. In contrast, Husserl says,
things are given through the labour of adumbrations (Abschattungen).
Although holding an intuition while varying one of its features is extremely difficult; “It requires intense concentration, and practice, to
perfect this method” (Reeder 2010:118). It is a practice of thinking
through the possibilities, discarding some and retaining others. It is necessary to “yield a multitude of interrelated examples, imaginative repetitions,” create a “hybrid unity” (Chang 1990:12). “It is this play of the
“what if” that peels off the optional features of the white page under
examination, thus enabling one to identify the core (Kern)” (Chang
1990:12). Smith’s description seems empty of this exertion.

What is it that makes seeing, in this example a white page, so difficult?
Unlike Smith’s conclusion, to say the deficiency lay with phenomenology, Gallagher tries to pinpoint why experiments such as Smith’s do not
succeed. “Is this not an argumentum ad ignorantiam; i.e., since I have
not been able to phenomenologically intuit hyletic data, they do not exist. The argument is similar to claiming that, since I have not been able
to phenomenologically intuit my state of sleep, I do not sleep” (Gallagher 2011:7). Smith is prevented from accomplishment by attempting to
explain, rather than describe. Recall here McIntyre and Woodruff
Smith’s ‘second tree’; there is a tendency to write as though one must
‘explain’.

The phenomenological project is to write out a specific type of observation so that the already present can be made visible where we are
blind. We need neither to ‘discover’ new facts nor ‘explain’ our
phenomenon. Nor do we need to write to a conclusion as if we need a
‘result’ separable from the process to be taken as ‘the lesson learned’.
The task is a process. The process is to investigate.

Husserl says, “Sich Dinge in dieser Art exemplarisch zur Gegebenheit bringen, das heißt
nicht nur, überhaupt sie wahrnehmen oder
sich in ein Wahrnehmungen klar hinein phantasieren. Das genügt nicht. Es genügt nicht,
diesen Tisch zu sehen mehrere Wahrnehmungen von dem Tisch zusammen zu nehmen, dazu noch Wahrnehmungen anderer
Dinge. Vielmehr ist es notwendig, wahrnehmend erfahrend, dem wahrnehmungsmäßig
Vermeinten „nachzugehen“, sei es wirklich
erfahrend oder phantasierend“ (1952:34).

Husserl says, “To bring things in this kind of
example to givenness, requires not only to
perceive or fantasize oneself as creating a
clear perception into it. That is not enough. It
is not enough to see this table or to take several perceptions of the table together, as well
as perceptions of other things. Rather, it is
necessary in the perceiving and experiencing,
to “investigate” the presumed perceptual elements in genuine experiencing or fantasizing
(1952:34).

Smith’s white paper experiment is not sufficient as he is observing his process of perception rather than perceiving; focusing on the at-hand noema
and being blind to noesis. Smith searches for a second hidden, mental
‘truth’ rather than engaging with the obvious material world as perceived.
For a similar reduction in Ideen II Husserl writes, “…the existing book, the
existing paper pages have a special sense, they are inspired by an intention. The book with its leaves of paper, its cover etc. is one thing. This thing
does not hang on a second meaning, but instead this permeates thus "animating" the physical whole thing in a certain way…” (Husserl 1952:238)
(emphasis added).

‘White page’ is a trope, a condition, and ‘attitude’. Approaching an object
as ‘white page’ is not experiencing the object. Smith observes from but
does not account for attitude/setting. Husserl, in Ideen I, offers this example of the intentional object appearing in consciousness and the object given in nature,

“In front of me, in the dim light, lies this white paper. I see it, touch it. This perceptual seeing and
touching of the paper as the full concrete experience of the paper that lies here as given in truth
precisely … with this relative lack of clearness, with
this imperfect definition, appearing to me from this
particular angle—is a cogitatio, a conscious experience. The paper itself with its objective qualities, its
extension in space, its objective position in regard
to that spatial thing I call my body, is not cogitatio,
but cogitatum, not perceptual experience, but
something perceived (1969 [1931]:116).

NB: Husserl describes his struggle, “with this relative lack of clearness, with
this imperfect definition”. This is phenomenology accomplished.

Like Husserl, Smith struggled with these issues for a lifetime. Thirty
years after dismissing the white page reduction Smith, revisiting
Husserl says, “All one can know is that I am an empirical consciousness
that participates in the world and is pyscho-physically dependent upon
the world; my ‘appearings of’ do not produce the world but merely
disclose it” (2010:266).

Does this moment ask for a concluding judgement about Smith?

I write against the desire for conclusion.
Knowledge is not the goal of experience.
Experience is its own end.

through the ‘flesh’
If the phenomenological enterprise is writing description
‘as it appears’ there cannot be sensation without a corresponding
body. In

the body is both Körper and Leib. In this,

Husserl resists a neat (single-headed) argument of tidy (twohanded) oppositions whose linking tension forms a cohesive
whole.
Körper is our material body, flesh body. This is the body
upon which science acts and measures. Die
naturwissenschaftliche Einstellung is to see the body from the
view of science.

The naturalsciences-nomic
setting, the scientific
attitude

Our other body is the animated (moving) and sensing
body, Leib. This is our body in the personalistischer Einstellung

Personalistic attitude

which is actual being; the setting is die seelische Realität and der

The mental reality
and the spiritual
world

geistigen welt.
In some ways, phenomenology is not suitable as philosophy,
or the reverse, for one seeks an order that the other cannot
recognise. Nancy’s (revisited by Derrida 2005) phenomenology of
the sensation of touch, for example, renders typical boundaries
such as interior/exterior as “undecidable” (Ross 2007:151). This
is a difficult place from which to philosophise.

The concept of body comes to us laden, burdened. We
tend to diagnose, analyse and favour the visible over the felt or
sensed. We turn to the flesh body for understandings that reside
in Leib. Husserl’s study of body in

restructures

limitations so that we can have “collaborative relations between
a ‘third person’ science and disciplined sensitivity to ‘first person’
experience” (Behnke 1996:152). Phenomenology is an
amendment rather than a deconstruction.

Side note
Husserl explicitly states Leib is not “lived” or “living” body; it is
“animate organism” (see Husserl 1931) (see also Cairns 1973:79 “not
living body”).

Leib in

expresses two

meanings. In some uses Husserl is concerned with questions of our
body in the act of perception. That is, when I see you, I see your body.
In other sections Leib is our body as the organ and place for our self as
spirit.
To interpret Leib as “lived-body” fails to grasp the “two faces” of
Leib. Husserl specifies Leib as “a two-sided reality” constituting “the
aesthesiological Body” and “the freely moving Body”. But it’s not a
“zweiseitige realität” (1952:284). At least, it’s not

a double-reality.

‘lived’ implies the past, an act
already dead. phenomenological
investigation is concerned with
the future, with possibilities that
may become, may be living

Remember when you hid the meat under the bones
and tricked the gods? You made two gifts. One to
choose and one to refuse. One meat under bones.
The other an offering of a mountain. Layers of red
meat and bulging offal. Or so it seemed. For days,
you stacked the old bones into a cabana then
carefully laid out steaks and hearts to cover the
bones. You made an appearance. An appearance of
feasting plenitude. For your trouble you were
punished. Unfairly. But if gods were fair they would
be civil servants, not gods: effective aids facilitating
the implementation of meat and bone display
policies. Civil servants are not trained in the
administration of wrath, that is the work of the
gods.

Small-scale observations
Exposition of concrete

The core of

are

experience is at odds with

Husserl’s hand ‘scenes’. They are a

analytic structures. Good analytic

revelation based on touch.

philosophy relies on abstracted

Husserl writes-out the touch from

and cohesive statements. In

one hand to the other. His

concrete manifestations there will phenomenology would fail if
always be a first person

there were no writing-out. This

experience that counteracts

act contains both the

abstracted statements.

methodology and verifiability of
first person experience.

Pure Color.—A color produced by homogeneous light.
Any very brilliant or decided color.
Purple.—A color formed by the mixture of blue and
red, including the violet of the spectrum above wave
length 0.417, which is nearly a violet blue, and
extendieness and continuity enough so that its pitch,
force, and quality may be readily estimated by the ear.
Musical sound opposed to noise. The prevailing effect
of a color.
Ultramarine.—A beautiful natural blue pigment,
obtained from the mineral lapis-lazuli.Vermilion.—The
red sulphate of mercury.
Violet.—A general class of colors, of which the violet
flower is a highly chromatic example. The sensation is
produced by a pure blue whose CHROMA has been
diminished while its LUMINOSITY has been
increased. Thus blue and violet are the same color,
though the sensations are different. A mere increase of

Touch something. Reach.
Grasp. Grope.
Use the quality of your hand
to surround something.
Possess it.

contrast
Husserl’s theory does not specify the
content of tactual perception. Husserl

Touch is always with you.

does not itemise

Ready.

we perceive by the

sense of touch. This is Other to our usual
approach to touch. Representationists, for
example, assume that “what needs to be
explained is how we tactually perceive
spatial properties” (Mattens 2009:118).

It is not experienced as a
temporary state of
sensorimotorism.

§36 Konstitution des Leibes als Trägers
lokalisierter Empfindungen
(Empfindnisse)
[144] Wir haben gesehen, daß bei aller Erfahrung von raum ding lichen
Objekten der Leib als Wahrnehmungsorgan des erfahrenden Subjektes
“mit dabei ist”, und müssen nun der Konstitution dieser Leiblichkeit
nachgehen. Wir können dabei gleich den besonderen Fall wählen, daß
der räumlich erfahrene Körper, der mittels des Leibes wahrgenommen
wird, der Leibkörper selbst ist. Denn äußerlich wahrgenommen wird ja
auch er, wenn auch innerhalb gewisser Grenzen, die es nicht gestatten,
ihn ohne weiteres als ein Ding wie andere im ding lichen
Zusammenhang anzusehen. So gibt es Teile des Körpers, die zwar
tastend wahrgenommen, aber nicht gesehen werden können. Wir
können aber davon zunächst absehen und von den Teilen ausgehen, die
zugleich tastbar und sichtbar sind. Ich kann sie umschauen und
umtasten wie andere Dinge, und die Erscheinungen, haben in dieser
Hinsicht ganz denselben Zusammenhang wie andere
Dingerscheinungen. Aber nun ist ein Unterscheid zwischen den etwa
auf eine Hand bezüglichen visuellen Erscheinungen und den taktuellen.
Die linke Hand abtastend habe ich Tasterscheinungen, d.h. ich empfinde
nicht nur, sondern ich nehme wahr und habe Erscheinungen von einer
weichen, so und so geformten, glatten Hand. Die anzeigenden
Bewegungsempfindungen und die repräsentierenden [145]
Tastempfindungen, die an dem Ding “linke Hand” zu Merkmalen
objektiviert werden, gehören der rechten Hand zu. Aber die linke Hand

betastend finde ich auch in ihr Serien von Tastempfindugen, sie
warden in ihr “lokalisiert”, sind aber nicht Eigenschaften konstituierend
(wie Rauhigkeit und Glätte der Hand, dieses physischen Dinges.)
Spreche ich vom physischen Ding “linke Hand”, so abstrahiere ich von
diesen Empfindungen (eine Bleikugel hat nichts dergleichen und
ebenso jedes “bloß” physische Ding, jedes Ding, das nicht mein Leib
ist). Nehme ich sie mit dazu, so bereichert sich nicht das physische
Ding, sondern es wird Leib es empfindet. Die “Berührungs” –
empfindungen gehören zu jeder erscheinenden objektiven Raumstelle
der berührten Hand, wenn sie eben an dieser ihrerseits wieder als Ding
erscheint, ihre Berührungsempfindungen an der raumkörperlichen
Stelle, wo sie berührt (bzw. Von der anderen berührt wird). Ebenso:
wird die Hand gezwickt, gedrückt, gestoßen, gestochen etc., von
fremden Körpern berührt oder fremde Körper berührend, so hat sie
ihre Berührungs-, Stich-, Schmerzempfindungen usw., und geschieht
dieses durch einen anderen Leibesteil, so haben wir dergleichen doppelt
in beiden Leibesteilen, weil jeder eben für den andern berührendes,
wirkendes Außending ist und jeder zugleich Leib. Alle die bewirkten
Empfindungen haben ihre Lokalisation, d.h. sie unterscheiden sich
durch die Stellen der erscheinenden Leiblichkeit und gehören
phenomenal zu ihr. Der leib konstituiert sich also ursprünglich auf
doppelte Weise: einerseits ist er physisches Ding, Materie, er hat seine
Extension, in die seine realen Eigenschaften, die farbigkeit, Glätte,
Härte, Wärme und was dergleichen materielle Eigenschaften mehr sind,
eingehen; andererseits finde ich auf ihm, und empfinde ich “auf” ihm

und “in” ihm; die Wärme auf dem Handrücken, die Kälte in den Füßen,
die Berührungs-empfindungen an den Fingerspitzen, ich empfinde
ausgebreitet über die Flächen weiter Leibesstrecken den Druck und Zug
der Kleider; die Finger bewegend habe ich Bewegungsempfindungen,
wobei eine Empfindungsausbreitung in veränderlicher Weise über die
Oberfläche der Finger hingeht, aber in dem Empfindungskomplex ist
zugleich ein Bestand, der im Innern des Fingerraums seine Lokalisation
[146] hat. Die Hand liegt auf dem Tisch. Ich erfahre den Tisch als ein
Festes, Kaltes, Glattes. Sie über den Tisch bewegend erfahre ich von
ihm und seinen dinglichen Bestimmungen. Zugleich aber kann ich
jederzeit auf die Hand achten und finde auf ihr vor Tastempfindungen,
Glätte- und Kälteempfindungen usw., im Innern der Hand, der
erfahrenen Bewegung parallel laufend, Bewegungsempfindungen usw.
Ein Ding hebend erfahre ich seine Schwere, aber ich habe zugleich
Schwereempfindungen, die ihre Lokalisation im Leib haben. Und so
bietet überhaupt mein Leib, mit anderen materiellen Dingen in
physische Beziehung tretend (Schlag, Druck, Stoß usw.) nicht bloß die
Erfahrung physischer Vorkommnisse dar, auf den Leib und die Dinge
bezogen, sondern auch spezifische Leibesvorkommnisse der Art, die wir
Empfindnisse nennen. Solche Vorkommnisse fehlen den “bloß”
materiellen Dingen.
Die lokalisierten Empfindungen sind nicht Eigenschaften des Leibes als
physischen Dinges, aber andererseits sind sie Eigenschaften des Dinges
Leib, und zwar Wirkungseigenschaften. Sie treten auf, wenn der Leib
berührt, gedrückt, gestochen etc. wird, und treten da auf, wo er es wird

und in der Zeit, wann er es wird; sie dauern nur unter Umständen
noch lange nach der Berührung besagt hier ein physisches
Vorkommnis, zwei leblose Dinge berühren sich auch, aber die
Berührung des Leibes bedingt an oder in ihm Empfindungen.
Es ist jetzt Folgendes zu beachten: um das taktuelle Ding
Briefbeschwerer hier zu bringen, betaste ich es etwa mit dem Finger.
Ich erfahre dann taktuell die glatte Glasfläche, die feine Glaskante.
Achte ich aber auf die Hand, bzw. Den Finger, so hat er
Berührungsempfindungen, die noch nachklingen, wenn die Hand
entfernt ist: ebenso haben Finger und Hand kinaesthetische
Empfindungen, eben dieselben Empfindungen, die anzeigend oder
präsentierend fungieren hinsichtlich des Dinges Briefbeschwerer,
fungieren als Berührungs wirkungen des Briefbeschwerers auf die
Hand und als erzeugte Empfindnisse in ihr. Dieselbe Empfindung des
Druckes bei der auf dem Tisch liegenden Hand <wird> aufgefaßt
einmal <als> Wahrnehmung der Tischfläche (eines kleinen Teiles
derselben eigentlich) und ergibt bei “anderer Richtung der
Aufmerksamkeit”, in Aktualisierung einer anderen [147]
Auffassungsschicht, Fingerdruckempfindungen. Ebenso verhalten sich
Kälte der Dingfläche und Kälteempfindung im Finger. Bei der
Berührung von Hand mit Hand haben wir dasselbe, nur komplizierter,
wir haben dann zwei Empfindungen und jede doppelt auffaßbar, bzw.
Erfahrbar.

Mit der taktuellen Tischwahrnehmung (dieser
Wahrnehmungsaauffassung) ist notwendig verbunden eine
Leibeswahrnehmung mit ihr zugehöriger Berührungsempfindung. Dieser
Zusammenhang ist ein Notwendigkeitszusammenhang zwischen zwei
möglichen Auffassungen: korrelativ aber gehört dazu ein
Zusammenhang zweier sich konstituierender Dinglichkeiten. Empirisch
erweist die Möglichkeit einer Weltvorstellung von Blindgeborenen, daß
sich alles in der außervisuellen Sphäre abspielen kann, daß hier die
Apperzeptionen so zu ordnen sind, daß diese Korrelationen sich
konstituieren können.

§36 Constitution of the Body as
bearer of localised sensations
“Every experience itself is a touch” (Wolff 2003:301).

“...it’s hard to think of one’s leg discoursing
philosophy or poetry, or one’s buttock
propounding the meaning to an argumentative
hand” (Rowe-Evans 1964:12).

“When I touch my body with my hand, my body appears twice, as an
explored quasi-natural thing and as an explorer” (Cobb-Stevens
1983:248).

“What I have learnt in the past doesn’t leave me untouched”
(Zahavi 2012:235).

“In the very process of touching
the lived-body something new
enters; the object touched also
becomes the object touching. It
is this unique structure of
touching while being touched,
of being touched while
“Like any judgments
worth bothering with, it
will call on more than
just capacities of the
head” (Diamond
1995:304).

touching, that makes the livedbody palpable to itself and
comes to constitute it as an
object” (Welton 2005:180-1).

“In

th

en

be
is
"How strangely

to

one hand will

of

seize, press and
examine the
other one, as if it
did not belong to
the same body"
(Buytendijk

[144] Wir haben gesehen, daß bei

to

aller Erfahrung von raum ding

bo

lichen Objekten der Leib als
Wahrnehmungsorgan des
erfahrenden Subjektes “mit dabei

1961:103).

“I do not believe Husserl
himself ever really intuited
such acts” (Smith
2010:266).

§36

“If my hand touches the table top, I movement, which are not
have a series of appearances that

interpreted as being objective

is experienced by the touching

properties of the hand, although

hand as belonging to the touched

they are localized in it, but which

table top. When my hand slides

characterize its activity as an

over the top, I experience the

organ of experience, that is, its

hardness, smoothness and

subjective activity. To summarise:

extension of the table

the kinesthetic experience… is

kinesthetically (and tactually). It is, characterized by a doublehowever, also possible to

structure. The same sensation can

undertake a change of attention so be interpreted in two different
that instead of being preoccupied

ways: as a property of the

with the properties of the table, I

experienced object and as a

concentrate on the touching hand, localized sensation in the
and I then experience sensations

corresponding experiencing part

of pressure, smoothness and

of the body” (Zahavi 1994:70-71).
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We will now investigate §36.
begin
Husserl’s observations begin by over-simplifying the world. He
starts with obvious facts; those things known to common sense such as
our perception of the world as derived from our position, or place in
the world. We each have a sense of ourselves as being located in space
as a place we call ‘here’. From our here, we perceive. Our here restricts
and determines our actual perspective. If we want to see what is above
our heads, we must move our neck on a particular course to turn our
eyes towards that direction.
Yet, do we not already know that to see the space above our
head, we must look up? Articulating this observation holds broader
commitments. We are not disengaging through explaining a ‘why’, we
are remaining attached to a ‘this is’.
‘Here’ is a structure in ‘localisation’; the observation that when
we experience a bodily sensation it tends to occur at the place that we
are stimulated. For example, if you burn the back of your hand feeding
wood to the fire, you will feel the sensation (heat, cold, sting, throb and
ache) at the site where you were burnt, i.e., the back of your hand.
This seems obvious. We tend to feel sensations at the place
where they occur. To write-out possibilities, adumbrations, we must
have an anchor to write in/from. Localisation is as such for
phenomenological investigations of Leib and Körper. Spatial
considerations, such as localisation, are a stability in description.

Precise investigations into the phenomena
, not as we narratise it, may lead
to

initial

descriptions

of

commonly

known

attributes. This technique is a guard against
collapse into myth and pre-emptive judgements
of significance.

§36 Constitution of the Body
as bearer of localised
sensations (sensings)
“So there are parts of the body which, while perceived in touch/feeling
cannot be seen. But we can, however, refrain from the first and start with
the body parts that are both palpable and visible. Ich kann sie umschauen,
(I can look around them,) und

wie andere Dinge (and touch

around like with other things), and the phenomena are in this respect,
quite the same thing as other related phenomena. But now there is a
difference between the tactual and visual phenomena in the region of the
hand” (Husserl 1952:144).

side note
How do we translate ‘umtasten’?
Husserl’s method, his
description, does not begin with
a question. For example, there is
not a ponderance, “How do I
perceive my body in space?”
He starts with the body parts
that are palpable and visible. He
touches around them. He notes a
difference.
(We have begun.)

Umtasten

ONE

Here, Goethe is writing about a label he read
attached to an artwork he visited, “The author [Henry Fuseli] uses quite a metaphorical style, which although very good it only
gives him the object precisely through groping around with a somewhat poetic diction,
on the other hand, the translator [Joachim
Eschenburg] is working a more uncomfortable content but is also more enabled by Fuseli’s reaching” (1804:237).

“Der Verfasser bedient
sich durchaus eines
metaphorischen Stils, der
ihm zwar sehr gut läßt,
indem durch eine
gewisser maßen
poetische Diktion der
Gegenstand genau
umtastet wird, hingegen
befindet sich der
Übersetzer dabei in einer
desto unbequemeren
Lage” (Goethe 1804:237).

TWO
Ich kann sie umschauen und um-

I can look around them, and

tasten wie andere Dinge, und die

touch around like with other

Erscheinungen, haben in dieser

things, and the phenomena are in

Hinsicht ganz denselben Zusam-

this respect, quite the same thing

menhang wie andere Dingerschei- as other related phenomena (Husnungen (Husserl 1952:144).

serl 1952:144).

Umtasten

THREE
Husserl and Goethe demonstrate grasping is a
searching to grasp. By umtasten, there is a ‘reaching
through’ so that meaning collides; “...Subjekt,
Prädikat, Zeitwort, Partikel in einer Sprache geschickt
zusammentreffen, so wird man es doch in vielen
Fällen für unmöglich erklären” (Goethe 1804:237 ).

Subject, predicate,
verb, particles come
together cleverly in
one language, and is
declared in many
cases impossible to
explain (Goethe
1804:237).

Umtasten is ‘active’ living in the unknown; a write-touching through
in confusion, such as in Wolff’s description, “After a time, I
suppose two or three weeks I had to write again; I didn’t know
what, whether there was a connection between what I had written
and what I was going to write or whether this was to be something
new…” (2003:303).

FOUR

To grasp, touch, feel, grope
Buytendijk (1961) draws a distinction between
touching and being touched. He examines these
as two different touch experiences. Being
touched differs from touching something. The
difference is known at the skin through a unity
of movement and perception. Buytendijk shows
this difference in experiments contrasting
movements of a blind octopus with absence of
difference in a blind sea anemone. One might
suppose the sea-anemone does not inhabit space
as understood as an order of possibilities
(Buytendijk 1961:101).

What then is the space the anemone inhabiting?
Lingis describes sea anemones as “…all skin, with but
one orifice that serves as mouth, anus and vagina”
(1999:37). One type of sea anemone lives on the
shells of hermit crabs and feeds on its meat scraps:
when the crab moves to a bigger shell it waits for
the anemone to follow and reattach to the new
shell. “How do the sea anemones, blind, without
sense organs, know it is time to move?” (Lingis
1999:37).

… grope
Lingis pleads that we “…liberate ourselves
from the notion that our body is constituted
by the form that makes it an objective for
the observation and manipulation of an
outside observer (1999:39). That what we
perceive materially does not contain the
means for explanation. Might not the
anemone plausibly experience a change in
touch? Could this be a more fruitful
description of space? Space is an absence of
touching. Is the world covered in our skin?

“It is a problem that our body has been understood as
a thing among things, and thus its relationship to our
soul (anima) or our spirit (Geist) is permanently
irresolvable” (Landgrebe 1982:68). There is an ethical
imperative to choose tools that overcome this
irresolvability, rather than continue with dichotomies
and known narratives.

“Es ist die Schwierigkeit, daß unser Leib als
ein Ding unter Dingen verstanden wurde
und damit seine Beziehung zu unserer Seele
(anima) oder unserem “Geist” unaufklärbar
bleib” (Landgrebe 1982:68).

What is the experience of reflection?
Buytendijk (1961) makes the

these ideas raises concern. When

familiar leap to say that our self-

we find logical orderliness, as

foreignness, touching and being

though one is presented with a

touched, is the basis for our

classified collection of sea-stars,

perception of an outside world.

we must consider if the disclosure

Slatmann (2005) conceives of

is too neat. The togetherness of

touch (touching and being

ideas, tidied away, prevents us

touched) as a mirror which

from seeing unstructured disorder.

constitutes self. The tidiness of

Touch is where we find ourselves at our limit
in both connection and separation. Derrida
(2005), through Merleau-Ponty, forms
touched and touching as a mirroring
relationship and, thus, the seat of difference.
Yet, mirroring is not the end point of this
gesture but a mechanism through which we
act pathically.

The mirror metaphor is a mythology. It gives no
explaining. “Reflection” is not always a mirror.
Consider Zahavi’s offering of observations that
show within 42 minutes of birth human babies
imitate another human’s face (2001:164). This is
not by mirror or reflection. We cannot explain
how the baby knows itself. We cannot explain the
baby’s sensings.

... reflection?
If this sense is, as Merleau-Ponty says,
primordial, how can we share this? How

Can phenomenological

can this hopeless form of black marks and description be an act of
spaces be enough to seduce the

interkinaesthetic

primordial? Behnke says, “Much that is

experience?

kinaesthetic is shareable” (1997:195).

„...without a sustained examination we actually do not produce
phenomenal descriptions that are rich and subtly interconnected
enough in comparison to third-person accounts“ (Varela and Shear
1999:2).

“Tact, the sense of touch, plays an
important role in the imagery of the English

‘...no matter how far back

language. Etymologically, the term derives

we can trace the history

from the Latin
of

, the participial stem

, to touch. All tact requires

of a word, there is and
always will be a point at

contact, pointing us to the reciprocal

which we can go no

relation between touching and being

farther... There is nothing

touched. Tact and contact are also at the

but a bottomless abyss’

base of the word

(Wolff 2003:301).

, a quality of

being subject to the situation or to chance.
The same root is at work in the terms
(Roth 2012:44).

What is the experience of touch?
A feeling into experience. Hold-up-in
another within oneself. It is not
occupied, colonised, invasion, infection.

To flesh-space the outside in
It is an experience of touch. The words
here want write out as ‘it is an experience of ‘being touched’,’ but that is not
the~.

►Vestibulum velit orci, bibendum eget, molestie eu,
►Nullam sed enim.
►Aliquam dapibus ipsum vitae sem. Ut eget mauris

When I hold my hand to hand the not-feel
is subject and object.

We shall mend this together.

►Vestibulum velit orci, bibendum eget, molestie eu,
►Nullam sed enim.
►Aliquam dapibus ipsum vitae sem. Ut eget mauris

The does-feel is myself and another. So in
me (in my sense-flesh) is the constitutive
strata for intersubjectivity.
‘Other’ is vicious. Words want to write
‘Another’ (for that is who you are, another). ‘Object’ is cold. Words want.
►Vestibulum velit orci, bibendum eget, molestie eu,
►Nullam sed enim.
►Aliquam dapibus ipsum vitae sem. Ut eget mauris

touch
Pause. Touch one of your own hands to the other.
When I conduct this experiment I like to stroke the back of my left
hand with my right hand.
I move down my left hand with light finger-tip strokes until I reach my
left wrist.
Then, I lift my right hand and stroke myself again starting just beneath

You can pause now and do this.
It feels good.
Close your eyes if you need to.
Enjoy yourself.

Das genügt nicht.

If, at this moment, it is windy

“...a psychophysical unity is
undergirded at all levels by a
coordinated dynamics”
(Sheets-Johnstone 2004:258).

the dimples of my left knuckles.

earth wants to touch you. It wants to

outside, wherever you happen to be, wrap itself all around you. If it is
you may like to conduct a sister

warm enough, you may like to

experiment. Go outside; step into

remove some of your clothes.

the wind. The rush of air around the

Give your skin to the wind.

Merleau-Ponty writes-out like this
“If my left hand is touching my right hand, and if I should suddenly wish to
apprehend with my right hand the work of my left hand in the course of
touching, this reflection of the body upon itself always miscarries at the last
instant: the instant that I feel my left hand with my right hand, I
correspondingly cease touching my right hand with my left hand” (MerleauPonty 1964:24).

The cabin is made of wood. The cabin is made of steel. The cabin is
walls of skin between us and the wildness. The cabin is sided in shakes
of pine, split by you last spring from the bark to the heart. You with the
mallet and froe.
I bound you in flat leather thong, black, so the bindings could be seen
from the veranda as you worked by the wood shed. Your penis folded
back onto itself was wound about and secured. Your balls were divided
by the split rope that hung from the snaked noose above them. Like
serpents from a gorgon’s head hung a den of ends that swung and stung
your thigh slabs.
Each piece of you became its own unit. Taught and immobilised. You
were distorted into something fungal, a bracken mutant without a
mother log. You flowered and became a stunted spore of head and
stem.
Trussed, you worked all week for four hours from chicken’s feed to the
midday boot polish. As you struggled to shape each bolt, then carved
away a slice, the days passed leaving evidence in a shaped pile of tiles
stacked into towers.
You clad the cabin as instructed.
-Wear this half-hood to shield your eyes and cradle your ears, I said.
You pulled the fitted leather down over your hair and face. I stitched
the shape from a fox hide leaving a strip of fur ranging the middle. The
hood ran in a stitched bow up from your ear-lobes, across your cheeks
and over your nose. It dipped in the back covering most of your head.
-Kneel, I said.

Lowered before me I pressed a bent knee into your back as I laced the
hood from behind. With flexed fingers I tugged at the cross lines of
chewed gut cord, working my way toward your nape. I heard in the
strain of that twine the sound of whale boning and small waists.
-You shall sport a pleasing silhouette, I said -Perhaps you shall land a
grand husband.
You laughed. By opening your mouth in mirth, the hood sloped back
making a pleasing compact form. You were of person, rather than you.
Removed from detail but saved by a familiar construct that constitutes
man.
-As sure as God creates lambs, you will, I said.
I pulled under your pits to tell you to rise. Your form unfolded. All man.
-I’m going to make this easy for you, I said.
Reaching my arms athwart your waist, I circled you in a belt. It was
thick and held pockets protruding outwards. In place of a buckle were
eyelets that I fastened with thong ties dangling from your fungus. You
groaned at the constriction.
Tacks fill your left belt pocket. A tack hammer in the right.
Subtract eyes, dim ears, set task.
I smoothed my hand over your leather head; where hair used to be was
cool and smooth.
-Now, I spoke, soothing, -I want you to dress the cabin. Here are your
tacks and hammer. Line the wild walls with your labour. Show me that
you care.

-Yes, you said.
That was your spring. Sunrise you were bound to the belt. Mornings
and afternoons, blind and tendered to work. The tapping of your
hammer head a gentle sharpness in my day.
I watched you work. I watched without your knowing. I set up a chair
and small table by the willow tree. I sat, watching you move and grope
while I carved dry bone into hard brooches. When I watch you like this,
it feels like stealing.
Each moment I seize without your consent I am touching you. I harden
and grow. You do not perceive my aggressive offences and this is the
greatest defilement; so profound it is rapture.
Your left thumb and finger worn to a channel from holding tacks. Your
fingernails blackened and bruised.

We can grope around, feeling out by a sense of touch, and
being touched. There are no rules.
We can Dichten with experience telling the writing. After
describing we may umtasten structure.

If we do not umtasten, we do not Dichten.
Perloff considers Wittgenstein’s aphorism from Culture and Value, with
her (in my opinion, forced-fit) translation ‘Philosophy ought really to be
written only as a form of poetry’ (1996:183-4). “Presumably,” Perloff says,
“the converse would be equally valid, ‘Poetry ought really to be written
only as a form of philosophy’ (1996:183-4).
We ought not place mirrors for the sake of creating reflection. Validity is
not a contagious magic, captured in the sentence and carried over to
iterations deemed balanced and equal with the first. To say one thing is
not to say another.
Dichten is ‘untranslatable’. It can be translated literally as ‘poem-ing.’
Perloff says, of Dichten, “What sense can this statement make if we don’t
know what ‘poetry’ is…” (1996:51). Yet, Wittgenstein is not declaring a
rule but inviting us to remember (reflect). The aphorism turns not on
‘poem’ or ‘poetry’ but on ‘ing’. It is a do-ing he reinvigorates, not a form
or structure. “All philosophy ought really to be a poetic doing.” Contrary
to Perloff’s epistemological problem (knowing what ‘poetry’ is so we can
do philosophy), Dichten is another many-faced space. Dichten is doing
philosophy and doing poems in the same writing.

§36 in two languages
without one language
(Husserl’s description)
“The left hand examined by touch, I feel about the phenomena, i.e. I not
only feel, but I perceive and have appearances of a soft, so-and-so shaped,
smooth hand.

The movement and sensations showing the representation of tactile
sensations that are on the thing "left hand" are objectified features that
belong to the right hand.

But in the left hand’s touching I find in it a series of tactile sensations, they
are "localised" in it, but are not constitutive properties (such as roughness
and smoothness of the hand, this physical thing)” (Husserl 1952:144-5).

Specimen A

Die Hand liegt auf
dem Tisch.
“The hand is on the table. I find the table as a solid (Festes), cold
(Kaltes), smooth (Glattes). Moving it across the table (Tisch) I hear
from it and its thingness (dinglichen) provisions. At the same time I
can always pay attention to the hand (Hand) and find prior tactilesensations (Tastempfindungen), smoothness and cold-sensations
(Kälteempfindungen), etc., inside the hand, the experience of the
movement running parallel to sensations of movement, etc. (Husserl
1952:144-5).

“Lifting a thing (Ding) I know his weight, but I have also heavysensations (Schwereempfindungen) who have their location
(Lokalisation) in Leib (Leib). And so my body always stepping into
physical relationship with other (anderen) material things (with shock,
pressure, collision, etc.) (Schlag, Druck, Stoß usw.) has not only the
experience of physical events, based on the body and things, but
also specific Leib-happenings (Leibesvorkommnisse) that we call
sensings. "Naked" material things lack this happening (Husserl
1952:144-5).

Touching a Rubber Hand as
evidence of empathy (the fake
hand effect)

Specimen B
“In the ‘rubber-hand illusion,’ the sight of brushing of a rubber
hand at the same time as brushing of the person's own hidden
hand is sufficient to produce a feeling of ownership of the fake
hand. We have shown previously that this illusion is associated
with activity in the multisensory areas, most notably the ventral
premotor cortex … To address these issues, we introduce a
somatic rubber-hand illusion. The experimenter moved
the blindfolded participant's left index
finger so that it touched the fake hand,
and simultaneously, he touched the
participant's real right hand,
synchronizing the touches as perfectly as
possible.
…this stimulation elicited an illusion that
one was touching one's own hand. …
We scanned brain activity during this
illusion…” (Ehrsson et al 2005:10564).

Through the flesh is not an “illusion”. The illusion is not accounting
for ‘attitude’. The illusion is brain scan as evidence, not inference.
The illusion is being unethically troubled by the turn away from the
material first-person evidence as it presents itself to us.

hand descriptions in two languages

Specimen A

“The experimenter moved the
blindfolded participant's left index

“And so my body always stepping

finger so that it touched the fake
hand, and simultaneously, he
touched the participant's real right
hand, synchronizing the touches as

into physical relationship with other
(anderen) material things (with
shock, pressure, collision, etc.)

perfectly as possible.
(Schlag, Druck, Stoß usw.) has not
…this stimulation elicited an
illusion that one was touching

only the experience of physical

one's own hand.

events, based on the body and

We scanned brain activity during

things, but also specific Leib-

this illusion…” (Ehrsson et al

happenings (Leibesvorkommnisse)

2005:10564).

Specimen B

that we call sensings. "Naked"
material things lack this
happening” (Husserl 1952:144-5).

Cobb-Stevens rejects the false model of phenomenological work as
coming from “a detached spectator consciousness” (1983:256). The
phenomenologist is neither detached, nor a spectator. They are involved
and committed in the investigation.
Both you and I are involved here, in

investigation. On one

hand this is already constituted; your experience is that I have written
the words, it is done. Yet, as I write them we are also constituting as I
draw you into me.

I am writing out to touch you.

speaking from his
left hand
.“Spreche ich vom physischen

I speak from the physical thing

Ding “linke Hand”, so abstrahiere "left hand," I abstract from these
ich von diesen Empfindungen

sensations (a lead bullet has

(eine Bleikugel hat nichts derglei- nothing like this, nor any "naked"
chen und ebenso jedes “bloß”

physical thing, every thing that

physische Ding, jedes Ding, das

my body is not) (Husserl

nicht mein Leib ist)“ (Husserl

1952:145).

1952:145).
Dichten bridges Körper
and Leib. It will touch
death with a poem inspired
by a medical report.
Moreover, Dichten writes
the ethical dimension. A
lead bullet cannot feel the
death it makes in Lord
Nelson.
In somebody’s son.

side note
How do we translate ‘Bleikugel’?
In Husserl’s description above there is an odd contrast that falls
heavily in reading compared to the surrounding description.
“Bleikugel” literally means ‘lead bullet’. This seems an out of place
example, not in keeping with the attentive touching surrounding the
description until we consider the Latin root, of Bleikugel, Glans
plumbea, sling bullet.
In Worsley’s poem,

, he describes that tragic

moment in battle thus,
Dira canam, dux ipse cadit fatalier ! ecce
Concita tormento glans plumbea fulmis instar

Accompanying Worsley’s poem is this footnote,
“Glans plumbea.” — The fatal ball struck the fore-part of his
Lordship’s epaulette, and entered the left shoulder : it then fractured
the second and third ribs ; and, after penetrating the left lobe of the
lungs, it entered the left side of the spine between the sixth and
seventh dorsal vertebrae. —See the report by Mr. Beatty, the surgeon
who attended his Lordship. —Medical Journal No. 83 (1807:10-11).
Why did Husserl chose a bullet for his example?
Was he thinking of his son, Wolfgang who was
killed at the Battle of Verdun? Or his older son
Gerhart who was injured? Drummond says
Husserl’s letters reveal his dismay and sadness at
the loss of life in the war and the serious injuries
suffered by his friends, colleagues and students
(2007:3).

It is not a mirror,
but a sling; a
process of moving
back upon the
space already
traversed.

Fundamental to the structure of touch and experience
bearing reiteration
The body is originally constituted in a double
Does Husserl’s
description open the
idea of our bodies
as finite entities with
an external,
observable
existence that is
signified by our
physical ‘boundary’
of skin and hair and
nail which contrasts

way: first it is a physical thing,

; with

extensions into real physical characteristics e.g.
smoothness. Then there are a complex of
localised sensations. When we touch objects,
they give their physical characteristics. In
addition, we can also attend to the sensations
of touch, inside the hand, as a parallel
experienced movement. At the touch of hand
to hand, we have two sensations and each is
apprehended twice. Touching our right hand to
our left is an act of subject upon subject. We

with an internal self
have the corresponding sensations of Körper
that is ‘housed’ in
touching and touched as well as Leib touching
the skin-bound
and touched; two co-related sensations
body?
apprehended twice. We can understand the
back and forth sling between ourselves as a
subject called ‘me’ and a subject called ‘touched
by me’. While some authors interpret §36 to
mean that we are a subject finding in ourselves
a sense of the Other, I do not think Husserl
was suggesting this.

Use a finger, touch

Touch

Tap and stroke, in feathers

more, more

Rub slow circles

slow
Touch them all - listen to the glide of your fingers

This one too - hurry.

Deeper

Faster

X
Please, do some doing. Experience yourself.
This page is for you. I wrote it for you.
I promise, it will not hurt.

Rub your finger, in rubbly
circles, inside this one.

Press your finger inside this

Press your finger inside this

square.

square too.

Did you touch these?

Husserl’s description out-from hands touching is not a discovery of
‘new’ facts. We knew self-touching comprised two sensations with
each apprehended twice. It is known but as an unarticulated
familiarity. Dichten uncovers rather than discovers. It gives
remembering of something that may never have been known enough
to be forgotten. Phenomenology does not ‘explain’, but creates a bridge
for ‘understand.’

Affective component of pain
Cutaneous sensation
Dermis
Dorsal root
Duplex theory of texture perception
Endorphin
Epidermis
Focal dystonia
Frequency response
Gate-control model
Grating acuity
Inflammatory pain
Somatosensory system
Proprioception
Skin
Medial lemniscus
Muscles tendons vestibular system
Kinaesthesis
Position
Movement
Limb
Pain
Pressure
Stretching vibration
Mechanoreceptors
Merkel receptor
Meissner corpuscle
Ruffini cylinder
Pacinian corpuscle
Nerve fibres
Somatosensory cortex
Spinothalmic tract
Spatial properties
Spinal cord
Stimulation
Temporal properties
They say nerve fibres ‘fire’ like penises
Thalamus
Ventrolateral nucleus
Lateral motion
Pressure
Enclosure
Contour following
Nociceptive pain
Inflammatory pain
Neuropathic pain
Pain matrix
Substantia gelatinosa
L-fibres
S-fibres

WORDS
THAT
TALK
‘ABOUT’

“linger long after the hand is removed”

A wording
Description is not destructive; it is a recognition

Give.

of the ‘give’ in things. It is an acceptance of givenness.
We do not need to cut open to see inside; to take apart Instead of
‘The milk is warm,’

to see.
Our hands ‘give’ in touch. They ‘give’ the thing
(hand or table) and they ‘give’ sensation. The table gives

try
‘The milk gives warm.’

cold, solid and smooth. The hand gives coldness,

Can you feel the shift in

solidity and smoothness. We do not need to take,

ethical ground?

demand or state.
In §36 we ‘speak from’ the ‘here’. From the
experience of our left hand as it is touched, from the

‘The love is strong.’
‘The love gives strong.’

experience of our right hand as it is touching (but also

‘Give’ is a Leib

being touched), and from our

dimension of

Wahrnehmungsauffassung, perception of conception.

perception.

This is a non-material field of experience.
Husserl’s analysis is not seeking to reduce
experience but to give a ‘deep’ expression to that which
is structural or constitutive. Husserl is not
impoverishing our experiences through a reductive
analysis. Nor is he writing from a spontaneous liberty
associated with stream of consciousness. This much is
clear in his patient concrete descriptions.

We turn over ‘I feel’ to
‘She, It, He, They give.’

We understand that touching a table and touching our own body are
differing experiences. While in both instances of touching the object
perceived ‘gives’ to us through touch, the latter, we perceive as
‘speaking’ back to ourselves. This is a structure. Elements of it are
constitutive, that is, some elements both exist and create this
structure and in their absence, the structure cannot persist. The
structural conversation between Leib and Körper, the process of
touching and being touched, gives as the basis for empathy towards
experiences that are classified as beyond our experience but for
which we feel.

Empathy quotient test
Below is a list of statements. Please read each
statement carefully and rate by selecting the
circle. There are no right or wrong answers, only

Agree

O
O
5. I dream most nights.
O
6. I really enjoy caring for other people.
8. I find it hard to know what to do in a social situation.O
O
9. I am at my best first thing in the morning.
13. I would never break a law, no matter how minor. O
16. I prefer practical jokes to verbal humour.
O
17. I live life for today rather than the future.
O
18. When I was a child, I enjoyed cutting up
O
worms to see what would happen.
20. I tend to have very strong opinions about morality. O
22. I find it easy to put myself in somebody else's shoes.O
24. I like to do things on the spur of the moment.
O
25. I am good at predicting how someone will feel.
O
28. If anyone asked me if I liked their haircut, I would
O
reply truthfully, even if I didn't like it.
O
29. I can't always see why someone should have felt
O
offended by a remark. Cunt.
30. People often tell me that I am very unpredictable. O
32. Seeing people cry doesn't really upset me.
O
38. It upsets me to see an animal in pain.
O
55. I can tell if someone is masking their true emotion.
O
56. Before making a decision I always weigh up the pros and.
O
57. I don't consciously work out the rules of social situations.
O
58. I am good at predicting what someone will do.
O
2. I prefer animals to humans.

3. I try to keep up with the current trends and fashions.

Confused Disagree

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

-Feet, I say.
-Yes, the passage of your foot, you say.
You tug away a muddy boot, peel down a dewy sock. Repeat.
Released, the feet sigh in flex. Take their shape, moving off the
boot’s rise and hob.
You fold the socks. Care for the things of me is care for me.
One folded sock paired with one folded sock.
Smoothing the nest of heel-toe, instep-cuff alignment. You lift and
stroke the top sock until it sits, tamed to the bottom. Your hand to
the heel curve and fold the woollen sheath in two.
You crouch and offer your open palm. A snake posing tongue.
I extend the left leg, presenting sole. You tuck your right hand
beneath the knee, assuming the burden of my leg on your body. We
are touching but you have not yet touched me.
Hand slips to sole. The dry sound of two skins drawing lines.
-What is the word for this foot becoming collective, I say -for your
shaping to me to make a third thing? Not like lesbian from the
masons.
-As your shoe I can take you to Mount Caucasus, you say.
You smile. The stars wake up.
-Bring me dry socks, please; I need to cloche the seedlings.
The lines cleave.

The Constitution of the Spiritual
World

pocket here

“It is they who open up new branches and channels in our apprehension of the stream and
thereby show for the first time what we are experiencing” (Scheler 1954:253).

Aspects of Dichten
Phenomenological description is an expression
of aspects that reach into the future, not
reiterate the past.

An example from Husserl of ‘I can’
demonstrating description is a unity.

An example of change from Lingis where
empathy is a process, not state. Examples from
Langeveld, Behnke and Levinas.

Phenomenological
description as empathy
IN HAC HABITASSE PLATEA DICTUMST.
The process of writing is dis-covering, un-covering,
in a phenomenological description. Writing is a literal
carrying over. In Dichten, writing is ‘in’ not ‘of’ nor
‘about’.

This

encompasses

a

material

spatial

dimension and echoes with intentionality as an
experience of being into. This constitutive sharing
between things (such as people, tables and curtains)
is Einfühlung.

VERSO
EMPATHY, INTENTIONALITY

constructed solutions. An

AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY

example of such a solution is

We trace the history of empathy to

Gallese’s assertion for mirror

its beginning in German aesthetics.

neurons.

There are myths here; Titchener’s
‘coin the term’ and Lipps’ akrobat.

Empathy can be effectively

The ‘problem of empathy’ is a

addressed through a

similar myth.

phenomenological approach.
Scheler noted that it is the poets

The problem of empathy holds that
I cannot, logically, feel your
feelings. The experience of
empathy, in contrast, is one of
feeling your feelings within myself.

The problem of empathy is a
constructed problem with

I feel
your
pain

who can write in ways that bring
us to awareness. Dichten can
attempt to give expression to
empathy as a process of holding
both oneself while also holding
another, spatially experiencing a
here-there.

We are walking. I am a half step in front, my hand barely holding the
lead. A wattle-bird clangs and clangours above us. Walking with you in
silent voices I am calmed and delighted. Taking you for a walk, feeling
the alert prickle of your ears and nose pleases me. You no longer
snuffle in the sclerophyll. We trained towards that. You learnt to raise
your feet with each step and take the smells on the breeze as a gift, not
a hunting. The arch of the gully comes into view. The track steepens.
Around the tussocky knoll and the river opens to us like breath. These
weeks it has flowed full from the spring thaw. To see the push and
pull of the clear ice water is a promise that harsh weather will ease
until we reach the afflictions of high summer. For now, the air is still
and bright; the river fast but jolly.
-Lunch, I say as we shamble on the bank.
You sink one leg in. Then another. Your grimace betrays the chill of
the water. You move against the current to the off-centre beneath a
river gum’s bough bend. I sit back on a smooth large stone. The sun is
weak but warm. The stone seeps cold through my clothes. As you
sweep through in slow steps, silver rivulets pour from your legs like
spinning wet wings. I watch you halt into position and steady yourself
for the wait. The water calms around you accepting you into the
current.
I want to call out, challenge you, make success impossible but I hunger
for something warm and cooked. You cannot perceive your long
smooth torso and the ceaseless stare of your concentration. I taught
you not to look but to be open to changes in your fields.
-Do not look for the fish, I said, -Be open to the presence of another.

Ausdruck
Writings on phenomenological method are plentiful. Take for
example Kersten’s Phenomenological Method: Theory and Practice
(433 pages, 1989). Kersten’s familiar format divides
phenomenology in two stages. First we observe; we then describe,
thus producing a written text (which we can call a
‘phenomenological description’). What we find in this book, and
many similar other texts, are careful and rigorous treatments of
the standard methodological techniques for undertaking
phenomenological observations (reduction, the noetic-noematic
distinction, unbuilding, bracketing, orientation, critical reflection,
etc.). Absent are discussions of what is involved in the process of
writing phenomenology.

Husserl tends to describe the written artefact of
phenomenological investigation as “Ausdruck” (expression) and
“Deskription Ausdruck” (descriptive expression),
“beschreibungen” (descriptions). The written down
phenomenological findings are not meant to ‘represent’ the
observed phenomenological experience of the past but serve to be
a “predictive synthesis” (see, for example, Husserl 2009[1977]:343
for predictive synthesis of doxa or 1952:115, 1952:258, 1952:271,
1952:309 and 1952:333 for the future horizon implicit in all
perception). We write-out the ‘aspects’ of a phenomenon
(experience) as they are, which encompasses their potential.

Writing is for the future, for the possibilities. We write
phenomenological descriptions from observation not to capture
the ended temporalities, but to open the future to risk, prospect,
chance.

This task is not easy.

“I can” as an example of expression from Husserl
Over several sections (1952:270-288), Husserl describes the
experience of ‘I can’, the system that is the unity of the Ego.
He writes with techniques that are good and familiar, describing
aspects of the experience ‘I can’. He covers the familiar variations of
such a description. Variations include contrasting ‘I can’ and ‘I
cannot’ (1952:270), imagining ‘I can’ in other circumstances (such as
from a machine 1952:274), metaphors for ‘I can’ that define by
example (”active power” 1952:271, “to be able to” 1952:274),
explorations of ‘I can’ thwarted (”my hand is asleep and I cannot
move it” 1952:271), differentiating types of ‘I can’ (lived ‘I can’ and
represented ‘I can’ 1952:237), etc..
But the description is a unity. We cannot extract a part without a
degree of butchering. Attempts fail to amputate a meaningful
sentence or phrase. To us, at a material level, the description
seems to be a series of sentences. Any of which can be taken and
repeated on their own. Constitutively, however, the description is
dependent on itself.
“Originally, the "I move," "I do," precedes the "I can do." But there
is also a lived "I can," detached from the actual doing. I can
"represent" to myself that I am moving my hand which is now at
rest, moving it voluntarily or involuntarily. Can I also imagine
that I am moving (though not "through" the movement of my
hand, not by its means) this table? I can, of course, imagine that
the table is moving "mechanically." But its movement can never
be my moving of it, if not "through" the motion of my Body, by
striking it, etc. I have power over my Body, and I have power in
the physical world only on account of my power over my Body.
If I represent to myself the movement of my hand in the form, "I
move my hand," then I am representing an "I do" and not a
merely mechanical motion. But such a representation is not yet an
"I can" (Husserl 1952:273).
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With ‘I can’, as with most phenomena, the issue of causality surfaces.
‘How’ becomes a question of ‘what’, or ‘why’; explanation asserts
itself. There are, in life, many instances where ‘what’ and ‘why’ are
ineffective; to ask ‘why’ will take us further from that which we seek
to know. To this ‘why’ question, to the matter of the “mystery” of
how ‘I can’ is possible, Husserl says,
“But does this "mystery" not belong to the essence of all
causation? But that would mean that it is not a mystery.
"Causality" belongs to the

of the constitution of the

thing, and the special character of this causality resides precisely
in the experiential apperception. Thus it is necessary to
experience the thing as a thing and to determine
phenomenologically the causal apperception more exactly in
examples from actual experience. To demand any thing else
makes no sense here” (2000[1989]:272).

Determine more exactly
in examples from actual
experience.

To demand any thing
else makes no sense here.

Description works through its unity - like a
poem, like the Ego, like a body. To separate
some things, in an effort to explain, “makes
no sense here.” The aesthetic dimension of
phenomenologically knowing is also an
ethical dimension.

The practice of phenomenological description can retain the
unity of an experience, especially for a difficult (’words fail
me’) experience.

1.

As an example, Lingis (1996) seeks to describe the experience
of one thing becoming another. This is, I think, a part of the
empathy process (intersubjective being) that is overlooked by
the naturalistic attitude.

2.

Langeveld (1983), an Utrecht School phenomenologist, reaches
into the secret, still world of children by describing the magic
and experience of certain types of solitary hiding. Langeveld
gives a literary texture to the child’s chamber, haven and
hermitage behind the curtain.

3.

Behnke (2008) conducts phenomenological experiments in
perceiving kinaesthetic affectivity. She attends from a practiced
place of bodily openness so that the intersubjective empathetic
responses to other bodies can move from anonymous to
observed. Behnke removes the fogginess of anonymity.

4.

Levinas (2006) describes a face, the face. The description holds
an experience, “The tenderness of skin is the very gap between
approach and approached, a disparity…” Heidegger says
poetry is the unconcealment of being (2001). In Levinas, we are
‘there’, unconcealed.

zine

How to write?

That I felt you from there and felt you change into rock, a marble
anguish. Noises from you but none conclusive as gesture of the
pink tip of the mountain.

Your body tells truth.

I held myself there, to your inside sides. I pressed with only two
fingers. Three was more than I could feel with, but two were
diodes from you to me.

You squeezed on me. -Name - Name - Body - Part - Named - the
words that misfit the task they are set for. You squeezed the
blood from me. You turn your head from side to side lost in.

Les jeux sont fait.
Mit brennender Sorge.
The lips burn as though
blown with capsaicin by the
Western Desert wind.

Like small blunt needles, prickling
the meaty part, just within the first
slip of the body.
Sometimes the sting seams, then
jackets a greater bay; by then, it
resembles a pulse.

And with thoughts of your
tongue come the feel of
blood in the teeth.

To think of your tongue on
the clit and the body bucks
air.

“The stem
before
thinking
of you.”

Rangy waves reel through the
body from under to out –
undulations of a prickly heat but
the location – this is the
interesting part – it is inside the
body – not on the skin where the
body may be touched but within

Of sense being
struck. Of
wetness, drowning
in the body’s liquor.

the organ space – what is inside
there that makes this feeling?
“what flash-floods my cunt,”
asks Dorothy Porter (1994:42).

But not a water; a
slick, thick, warm.
The body tires.
Thinking of your
tongue, but not
having it to hand.

In describing a phenomena, there is no pre-given
set of criteria, no book of rules stating what
needs to be chosen, what must be highlighted from
the infinitude of experience. Choices, however,
are made. Selections are made in doing; this is
the discovering, is the knowing. Scrawling one
sentence, another follows; a sentence is not an
idea or meaning but a carry-over; the word,
‘metaphor’ is, after all, metaphora, literally a
carrying-over from one place to another.

Some of the difficulty in articulating ‘aspects’
in phenomenological description is the
misalignment between experience and category. The
experience of reading, for example, is more
similar than different to the experience of
writing. (That is how we read-write this together,
through experience, through ‘the flesh’.) (See
Ingarden’s (1973) description of the structure of
the literary novel for examples on ‘how’
writing/the written is an experience of
materiality.)

The experience in writing phenomenology, van Manen
says, “is like falling into a twilight zone, where
things are no longer recognizably the same, where
words are displaced, where I can lose my
orientation, where anything can happen”; a partial
loss of self is how van Manen describes his
experience (2002:2). Yet, if we wish to discuss
this as one’s relationship to oneself, I think it
is not an experience of loss but of adaptation. We
are somewhere in addition to our here.

Dichten, phenomenological description, is a writing
‘in’, not ‘from’,‘of’ nor ‘about’. Much like the
misconception about intentionality being
‘consciousness ‘of’ or ‘about’ so too, Dichten is
neither ‘of’ nor ‘about’ but ‘in’ and ’with’. Our
sense of space changes, experientially, from ‘here’
to a ‘there-here’. Reading and writing can collapse
into each other. ‘You’ and ‘me’ can follow. The old
categories that divide cannot stand when actual
experience is brought to words.

The ‘mental’ view of perception is not located, it
is locationless. It has no here. A writing/written

description is concrete, bodily, sensorial. This
persists in both the presence and absence of a
material object such as a heavy curtain, a shopping
trolley or a tender face. Here is something of the
experience of empathy. Something intersubjective.

Scheler argued that it is the poets (Dichter) who
bring eyes when we are blind, who name the
anonymous from the fog. Scheler’s ideas were
working through the experience of Einfühlung, often
translated as empathy, but conceived of,
originally, as an experience of ‘feeling-into’.

Einfühlung, 1
From the concept of Einfühlung in German
“The German term
aesthetics, we have the notion of empathy.

Einfühlung repeats

Herder, an early theorist of empathy’s function in

the Greek
compound: Ein is a

art, developed a secular hermeneutics founded on

prefix meaning “in”

empathy: in this, the human and poetic nature of

and a movement of
penetration,

Scripture will always disclose itself to an
empathetic reader (Mueller-Vollmer 1990:VVII).

immersion, or
introduction from the
outside to the inside

This is a sensory movement between self and
other, from outside to inside, that is, feeling

(hinein)–although it
can also allude to
“one,” unity,

empathy in, rather than with. In describing the
experience of Einfühlung, the common thread is

unification, or fusion
of two in one – and
Fühlung, from fühlen,

an expression of separateness becoming union.
The nature of this is not described as forceful,

to feel, means
feeling” (Pinotti
2010:93).

violent, colonising or infected. The relationship is
not characterised as a violation, that a private

Einfühlung is ‘ingoing- feeling’, or
‘one- feeling’.

inner space is being over-run with the experience
of another. Einfühlung speaks of our ability to
“feel into” everything, and to “feel out-to”
everything that is external or outside ourselves
(Stueber 2006:6).

Origin myth (i)
(Those little myths we must retell to signal that we are retelling.)

“Titchener coined the term ‘empathy’ first using it in English in 1909.”

empathy narrative. We know that the secondary literature is
citing itself, that each author did not survey all the writings
in English from 1800 onwards eliminating one text after
another as not mentioning the word ‘empathy’. Instead, a
reasonable case was made that Titchener was the first
because of the coincidence of his qualities as German
speaking, being a trained psychologist and his use of the

“Not only do I see gravity and modesty and
pride and courtesy and stateliness, but I
feel or act them in the mind’s muscles. This
is, I suppose, a simple case of empathy if we
may coin that term as a rendering of
; there is nothing curious or
idiosyncratic about it; but it is a fact that
must be mentioned” (Titchener 1909:21-2).

side note

Titchener on the experience
of kinaesthetic images

phrase “coin the term.”

SIDE NOTE

This is a common ‘telling’ in the secondary literature of

Origin myth (ii)
“While Lipps had regarded Einfühlung as basically similar to the old notion
of sympathy, Edward Titchener in America believed it had a different
meaning. Hence, he coined the term empathy as its translation” (Jahoda
2005:151).

“…broadly derived from the German concept of Einfühlung, first occurring
in the discussions of philosophical aesthetics. Einfühlung was translated
into the English term ‘empathy’ by Titchener” (Gangopadhyay 2014:117).

“Titchener’s coinage of ‘empathy’,…drew on his knowledge of ancient
Greek…” (Maxwell 2008:27).

“Arguably the first to have coined it, according to the Oxford English
Dictionary, was the psychologist E. B. Titchener, in 1909” (Cushman
2009:126).

“The English word ‘empathy’ is thanks to Edward Titchener, who drew on
the Greek empatheia in trying to find a satisfactory translation of
Einfühlung to use in a 1909 text of his” (Huddleston 2013:295).

“It was Lipps’ notion that Edward Titchener (1909), the American
psychologist, had in mind when he translated ‘Einfühlung’ as ‘empathy’”
(Zahavi 2014:129).

Einfühlung, 2
In the phenomenological era of Husserl, Stein,

What was Hume’s

Scheler and others, Lipps translated Hume’s

temptation? The

into German. In discussing the qualities of desire to shape
sympathy, Hume’s ideas of interpersonal

without touching. To

interchange of affect and contagion are somewhat

construct an

reversed to his typical thesis.

explanation of cause,

We can see Hume’s notion of sympathy, as not a
feeling of care towards another’s suffering, but of
the ability to exchange feeling between subjects.
Sympathy is first founded in idea which then
becomes impression, or feeling. When we
sympathise, we first have the idea of another’s
passions and sentiments as belonging to them.
This is then converted, by our imagination, into
our own experience of the passions emerging from
the ideas.

effect, dependencies.
To explain is to voice
cause and effect.
There must be a first
occurrence for there
to be second. To
explain is to impose a
particular structure
at/to/on a
phenomenon.
Explanation is a mode
of falsification.

The
akrobat
myth
Lipps wrote extensively on aesthetics in art and
empathy. From 1890 to 1928 he published 18 volumes of
. He also wrote two volumes on
from 1903-6. Prior to this was
in 1902. We can see, in Lipps’ Einfühlung,
similar structures to those in Hume. For Lipps, the subject
of/in empathy is not immediately given but is first
experienced by Hinzugedacht (see Sawicki 1997:14). The
addition to Hume’s process of sympathy, made by Lipps, and
extended further in Husserl, is in kinaesthetic consciousness.
Lipps’ frequently cited example of the acrobat is given in
passage here as demonstration and phenomenological
description. The key significance of Lipps’ acrobat is to
demonstrate that empathy is not a concern for one’s feelings
as the object of empathy, but a concern for the experiencegiving object itself; the object of empathy is not the feelings of
empathy by the object that we perceive in empathy. We feelinto the acrobat’s bodily experience.

added in thought

Lipps & description
The reference to Lipps and
the acrobat appears in many

acrobat is translated
from German to English
here for the first time.

discussions of Einfühlung. It
As is the case with myth,
is part of the mythology of

the retelling begets a

the history of empathy. For

retelling.

this reason, the whole of

Rarely is Mt Olympus

Lipps’ (1903) previously
untranslated passage on the

speaking for itself.

Die Nachahmung.

Wie es aber hiermit bestellt sein mag,
in jedem Falle weisen uns andere
Tatsachen in andere Richtung.

Ich meine mit diesen die Tatsachen
der, sei es unwillkürlichen, sei es
willkürlichen, Nachahmung. Wir ahmen
unwillkürlich allerlei Grimassen nach,
folgen unwillkürlich, sei es auch nur
andeutungsweise, den halsbrecherischen
Leistungen des Akrobaten. Wir können
andererseits willkürlich
charakteristische Weisen anderer, sich
zu halten, zu gehen, sich zu bewegen,
wiederholen, können willkürlich
unserem Gesicht einen Ausdruck geben,
den wir an anderen beobachtet haben.

Hier nun müssen wir zunächst wiederum
sagen: Was uns bei solcher Nachahmung
unmittelbar gegeben ist, was wir demnach bei unserer Nachahmung einzig als
Vorbild haben, ist ein bestimmtes
optisches Bild. Die Leistung dagegen,
die wir vollbringen, besteht für uns
in der Hervorbringung gewisser
Vorgänge in den Muskeln, Sehnen,
Gelenken, endlich auch der Haut Wir
haben, kurz gesagt, von der
vollbrachten eigenen Leistung
unmittelbar nur ein kinästhetisches
Bild. — Dabei ver- stehe ich unter dem
kinästhetischen Bild den Komplex von
Empfindungsinhalten, der eben aus
jenen Vorgängen in mir ent- steht —
Dass aber damit zugleich das Vorbild
verwirklicht wird, d. h. dass diesem
kinästhetischen Bild jenes optische
Bild entspricht, oder dass wir mit
jenem zugleich dieses ins Dasein
rufen, dies können wir nicht aus der

The imitation.

We can order each case of imitation to show us
different facts that lead in another direction.

I mean, that as a fact, that it is involuntary,
even arbitrary, the fact of imitation. We imitate
involuntarily with all sorts of facial expressions
after we experience them. We copy
involuntarily, even if only momentarily, the
dangerous performance of acrobats. We
imitate, on the other hand the arbitrary
characteristic ways of others, we perpetuate, in
movement, repeating, an expression given in
our observation of another so that the
expression is arbitrarily imitated by our face.

To recap: what is given to us immediately upon
an imitation, what we have been given for our
facial imitation, is only as an example from a
specific visual image. The acrobat’s
performance, however, we perform up there in
ourselves when we bring forth certain
operations in the muscles, tendons, joints, and
finally the skin. We have, in short,
accomplished the acrobatic feat with our own
faculties directly using only a kinesthetic
image. In this comparison, I am under the
influence of a kinesthetic image of the complex
contents of sensation, which emerge from my
own bodily processes. Simultaneous to the
imitation is the realisation that this kinesthetic
image corresponds to that visual image. From
this we are able to also call the acrobat’s feat
into existence even though we cannot know it

unmittelbaren Erfahrung wissen. Es ist
eben auch hier mit unserer optischen
Wahrnehmung der Bewegung, oder der
ausdrucksvollen Form oder Haltung,
kein unmittelbares Bewufstsein von
den, diesem Bilde zu Grunde liegenden
körperlichen Leistungen verbunden.
Umgekehrt, wenn ich selbst die
Bewegungen ausführe, oder die Haltung
einnehme oder nachmache, so ist mit
meiner kinästhetischen Wahrnehmung
keine optische Wahrnehmung des
Ergebnisses meiner körperlichen
Leistung verbunden.

Ebensowenig aber ist hier jener Umweg
gangbar, den die oben bezeichnete
empiristische Theorie vorschlägt Es
geht nicht an, zu sagen, ich habe aus
optisch wahrgenommenen Handlungen,
oder aus sprachlicher Mitteilung, von
der Natur der, den wahrgenommenen
Bewegungen zu Grunde liegenden
Muskelleistung Kenntnis gewonnen.

Von menschlicher Nachahmung ist hier
die Rede. Noch offenkundiger ist der
bezeichnete Sachverhalt bei den Akten
tierischer Nachahmung. Der Gedanke,
das Tier habe irgendwie aus
Erfahrungen erschlossen, welche
Muskelanstrengungen zur eigenen
Erzeugung der an einem fremden
Individuum wahrgenommenen Bewegungen
erforderlich sind, wäre widersinnig.
Und unmittelbar wahrnehmen kann das
Tier die Muskelanstrengungen des
fremden Individuums natürlich so wenig
wie wir. Was aber in diesem Falle
jedem als selbst- verständlich
einleuchtet, müssen wir auf unsere
eigenen Nach- ahmungsbewegungen
übertragen.

from direct experience. It is precisely here with
our visual perception of motion, or the
expressive form or posture, even without
immediate consciousness of it, that the image
of the acrobat is linked to underlying physical
feats. Conversely, if I myself experience, being
up and out from the acrobat’s movements, or
the attitude or the engaging copy, I am
connected with my kinesthetic perception and
have no visual perception of the result of my
physical performance.

In saying the above, referenced from empiricist
theory, we must clarify one point. It is not
sufficient to say that I have obtained my
experience from visually perceived acts or
verbal communication, the nature of the
perceived movement underlays my muscular
performative knowledge.

This case, mentioned here, is of human
imitation. In instances of animal imitation, the
faults of the imitation model are more obvious.
The idea that an animal had somehow
developed movements from experiencing
which muscular effort to produce from their
own perceptions of another animal’s strange
individual movements, would be absurd. An
animal can directly perceive the animal
muscular efforts of a foreign individual as little
as we do. What is evident to all as a matter of
course in this case, is that we can only
transfer imitation-movement to the extent of
our own shortcomings.

A development to Lipps’ interkinaesthetic consciousness approach, that
Scheler’s investigation of empathy is a critique of Lipps’
interkinaesthetic consciousness. In Scheler’s words, “...Lipps explains it
wrongly. For it follows from what has already been shown that a
genetic theory is irrelevant here, since the other person’s state of mind is
directly grasped by the expressive phenomenon itself - without any sort
of projective ‘empathy’.” (1954:46). The possibility of empathy via
bodily analogy is an explanation searching for root causes. It fails to
grasp the ‘as it appears’ experience of empathy.

“Grasped

the expressive phenomenon itself” is a classically ‘healing’

phenomenological move. Where explanatory myth divides a being, such
as joy from laughter or a cry from pain, phenomenological description
reunites them by describing the experience. To cry out in pain is not an
expression of pain, nor evidence of pain, nor a code to be read.
.

Scheler attempts to resist both the ‘inference’ and the ‘imitation’ or
‘analogy’ models of empathy. That is, that seeing you are like me, I
infer that you experience the world and self in similar ways to me.
Therefore, your experience can be known to me, even though I may
not experience it for myself.

Despite his rejection of then current explanations of empathy, Scheler’s
descriptions of empathy also only grasp at explanation. Nowhere does
he present a full and finished response to empathy. His direct
descriptions, without explanation, are often more convincing than his
exegetic passages. There is a common tendency in phenomenology to
attempt to extend description into explanation even though description
on its own often provides explanation within itself. Scheler seems to
understand this when he discusses die Dichter. Scheler thinks it is the
poets who can bring our experience out from anonymity. It is the poets
who structure our space, moving the invisible into awareness.

Scheler’s die Dichter
The poets let us
see, for the first
time, the possible.
higher function
poets

God-given power to tell of
what they suffer
beautiful and great expression

Darum erfüllen auch die Dichter – und alle Sprachschöpfer -, denen ‘ein Gott gab, zu
sagen, was sie leiden’, eine weit höhere Funktion als die, ihre Erlebnisse schön und groß
auszudrücken und sie so den Aufnehmenden gemäß den diesen schön gegebenen
Erlebnissen wiedererkennbar zu machen. Indem sie vielmehr die herrschenden
Schemanetze, in welche die gegebene Sprache unser Erleben gleichsam einfängt, durch die
Schöpfung neuer Formen des Ausdrucks überflügeln, machen sie die übrigen auch an
deren eigenem Erleben erst sehen, was in diese neuen reiferen Formen des Ausdrucks
gehören mag, und sie erweitern eben hierdurch mögliche Selbstwahrnehmung der übrigen
(Scheler 1954:246-7).

making these experiences recognisable

by creating new forms of
expression the poets soar
above the prevailing
network of ideas in
which our experience is
confined, as it were, by
ordinary language

they actually the scope of our self-awareness.

An aspect of description
“For by creating new forms of expression the poets soar above the prevailing
network of ideas of which our experience is confined, as it were, by ordinary
language; they enable the rest of us to

for the first time, in our own

experience, something which may answer to these new and richer forms of
expression, and by so doing they actually
self-awareness”(Scheler 2008:252-253).

the scope of our

-We need to talk about needles, I say.
-Yes, you say.
There is bread between us. And figs from the
tree. There is a round of chevre and a snubnose knife.
-It is an inter-

reversal, I say.

-To enter?
-I enter and exit you.
-Does that critique the model or uphold it by subversion, you ask.
-You sound like a character forced to articulate a thesis. Fig please.
You lift a plump fruit and rest it in the pool of your palm. You tear it with
a sliding gesture of thumb against fingers. You offer the sweet mess to me.
It is a brain, split. Curling neurons ending in a seed-idea anchored to a
furry membrane sheathed in hide.
-When I see a fig, I think of ~, I say.
-They are fecund, you say agreeably.
-They are meat, I say -Cheese please.

Analogy
Scheler’s poet is an analogy for the Dichten that is constitutive in
phenomenological description. The position of analogy in
phenomenology is awkward. On the one hand, we search to describe
the ‘essence’ of an experience or object. The basket of techniques, each
constructed to bring close moments where the object discloses itself in
constitutive layers are written, implicitly, in analogy.

Behnke’s work is founded in bodily
experiences. Zahavi’s argument for
intersubjectivity seeks to
Intersubjectivity and empathy are
analogies. Attempts to grasp and
describe them vary. For example,
Lingis turns to transubstantiation to
describe the empathic experience
of one becoming another
(1996:65), Schmitz uses

characterise the intersubjective as a
specific mode of consciousness
(2001:153). While Zahavi attends to
a sensible unified mind and body, the
foundation of his argument in
consciousness undermines that unity
by privileging the ‘mental’.

‘atmosphere’ to describe the
reaching out of emotion between
people (2011). Behnke’s concrete
and deeply grounded descriptions
suggest an unfettered line to things
themselves (2008).

Intersubjectivity is a bodily
experience; an act of empathy is
rarely prefaced by thought but it
primarily driven by bodily feel.
First comes gesture.

“The most striking feature of traditional empiricism, for Hume to
Quine, is what it tells us there is not. … As Austin noted, often in such
cases ‘There is the bit where you say it, and the bit where you take it
back’. First a surprising thesis, then some intricate back-pedalling, in
which it is suggested that not much is lost; that there are good enough
Ersätze for the things we naturally supposed there were.” (Travis
2004:245).
In particular, empiricism relies on a thesis about what is not in
perception —again, and again the empiricists insist that something we
think we perceive is not there after all. In the face of this absence, they
then offer intricate theories (‘back-pedalling’) about where else this
thing (or an Ersätz equivalent of it) comes from. We don’t really
perceive human beings, just cloaks and hats (Descartes); we don’t really
perceive three dimensional objects, just colours arranged in a plane
(Locke, Berkeley); we don’t really perceive causation, just one thing
regularly following another (Hume).
Husserl’s response to this is: to reject the starting point, the claim about
what is not in perception. (For, of course, we should note that the
empiricists reach this negative claim not from inspecting the
phenomena of perception; rather, they start from a position which lays

down conditions about what cannot be there —so looking for it is
unnecessary.)
Husserl would say to this (to borrow a phrase from Wittgenstein):
“Don’t explain; look!”. That is, look (and look harder) at the
phenomena, and you will see that those things you thought could not
be in perception actually are there after all. (And, of course, this means
no longer laying down conditions for what can and cannot be in
perception.).
When you see the phenomena, then the need for an intricate back-story
disappears. That back story, the theorising, becomes an idle wheel;
doing nothing —there is no longer a question for it to be the answer to.
The argument from analogy starts from precisely this empiricist
position: I cannot perceive another’s mind … so we need an intricate
back story, a theory, about how we do then come to know that others
think and feel and act (are not just physical objects, or automata).
Husserl’s response to this is not to provide an alternative back story,
but to reject the starting point that generates the need for the back
story: to say ---look at another human being … examine that
phenomena carefully enough … and all you need to answer your
puzzlement is there, in that experience.

See 1.

“It is essential, here as
elsewhere, to abandon
old habits of
Gleichschaltung, the
deeply ingrained
worship of tidy-looking
dichotomies”
(Austin1962:3).

1 Husserl

introduced empathy into his work as a metaphor for the first-

person perception of a second-person experience. He collapsed empathy
into intersubjectivity1. He rewrote intentionality, to be read as
intersubjectivity2. Husserl struggled to clearly express the likeness of
‘feeling-into’ and ‘being-of’.

1

See footnote Husserl 2000:155 (“Obviously, it cannot be said that I see
my eye in the mirror, for my eye, that which sees qua seeing, I do not
perceive. I see something, of which I judge indirectly, by way of
‘empathy,’ that it is identical with my eye as a thing (the one constituted
by touch, for example) in the same way that I see the eye of an other”).
See also The Göttingen Lectures of 1910-11 outlining Husserl’s
transcendental theory of empathy (Hermberg 2006:38-9).

2 “Pure

inner psychology, the genuine psychology of intentionality (which,

of course, is ultimately a psychology of pure intersubjectivity)…”
(Husserl 1989:426).

Husserl revisited the experience of empathy over many writings.
Resolution of the problem would not be found in merely explaining
empathy but in describing it in accurate and clear terms.

Read-write process of Supplement
§5 347:5
‘Supplements’ are fragments ill-fitted within the
body of
but too interesting to discard.
1. Husserl observed we come first to empathy through experiencing
another person’s body.
2. He wrote this and many other words, using a pencil.
3. Stein, his assistant/collaborator, completed a redaction of Husserl’s
words.
4. Husserl read Stein’s words and added more.
5. Landgrebe, then Fink, read Husserl’s words and Stein’s words and
wrote more.
6. Husserl read Landgrebe’s words and wrote in the margin Nichts wesentlich neues.

nothing essentially new

7. Biemel took Landgrebe’s words and added more.
8. Martinus Nijhoff people read Biemel’s words and wrote –
Mit der Einfühlung werden alle Ichbeziehungen dem Subjekt des
fremden Leibes zugeschrieben, und es ist dabei von vornherein zu
beachten, daß die einfühlende Apperzeption den fremden Leib als
Körper wie andre Körper und dann als Träger der Empfindungen und
möglicher Einwirkungen ,,von außen” faßt und dabei zugleich als
Organ eines Subjekts, das in seinen Empfindungen, Wahrnehmungen
und in seinen weiteren Subjektakten und Dispositionen von ihm
abhängig ist ; andererseits aber, daß in dieser realisierenden
Auffassung, die hier nicht mehr ist als ,,Erfahrungsbewußtsein”,
,,Apperzeption”, noch nicht liegt, daß ich die Naturrealität des
Anderen zum thematischen Objekt mache, den Menschen als Glied
der Natur.
9. Rojcewcz and Schuwer read the Martinus Nijhoff words and wrote
more.
10. Kluwer Academic people read Rojcewcz’ and Schuwer’s words and
wrote –
By means of empathy, all Ego-relations are ascribed to the subject of
the other Body, and it is to be noted from the outset in this
connection that empathetic apperception first grasps “from the
outside” the other’s Body as a body like any body and them as a
bearer of sensations and of possible effects and thereby at the same
time as organ of a subject, a subject who is dependent on the organ
for his sensations, perceptions, and for his further subject-acts and
dispositions.

Munster
“In der Einstellung der aktuellen

“In the setting of everyday life

Lebens liegt vor ein

there is a consciousness in having

bewußtseinsmäßiges Haben des Ich

by one’s self, of Objects, as a

von Objekten als unmittelbares

direct having-over-against, a

Gegen-über-haben, ein Bewußtsein

consciousness of the bodily

der leibhaftigen Gegenwart des

presence of the cathedral. If

Münsters. Steht neben mir ein

beside me is another person,

Anderer, den Blick auf dieses

directing his view to the

Münster gerichtet, so verstehe ich

cathedral, then I understand this

das ohne weitres. Sein Sehen, das ich without any further ado. His
ihm einfühle, ist ebenso ein

seeing, which I empathise, is the

unmittelbares Sich-gegenüber-

same as my direct having-over-

haben, das Objekt unmittelbar

against, the Object is directly

gegeben. Mit jedem Schritt, den ich

given. With each step that I take,

mache, ändert sich der “Anblick” des the "view" of the cathedral, its
Münsters, seine Orientierung, aber

orientation, changes, but I see it

ich sehe unmittelbar es selbst”

itself directly” (Husserl

(Husserl 1952:375).

1952:375).

Husserl’s example above is in the “setting of everyday life”. We are
looking at a cathedral with a friend. We are looking at the cathedral
with the extension of consciousness as “being of”. To be of
something is to be a part, in relation and in creation. Chapman
describes the process as such, “…every living act is ‘sharing’ for the
moment in the being of the object intended, becoming one with it…”
(1966:106). Perceiving the cathedral is to hold the experience of the
cathedral within one’s self, or to be given over to the cathedral. We
have an experience of cathedralness.

With my eyes, I see a tree. This is my first person perspective. It
is a strong experience that seems attached to me.

Your act of seeing the tree is, for me, a second person
perspective. I suspect you are looking at the tree but perhaps you
cannot see the lichen on the southern side because of your position in
relation to the trunk.

Already, we have a complicated structure. I see the tree through
you and through me. I am being in you and me. I adopt my perspective
simultaneous to a form of your perspective. The experience is a twofold
first person perspective; mine and yours as mine.

There is not assumed causation here. To ask why I
see the tree through you assumes you are not me.
This is clumsy. Our experiences are a flow of
degrees of connection. There is not a fixed state of
isolation from which connection needs
explanation. A phenomenological account of
consciousness, compared to an analytic
philosophical account, does not argue for
correlates nor exposes truth from “hidden”

“Husserl stresses that a
perpetual oscillation between
first-person and
empathetically achieved
second-person perspectives

evidence.

provides a full sense of the
animate body”
(Cobb-Stevens 1983:249).

Describing
I am being-of you.
(empathy, intersubjectivity, intentionality)
It is perhaps a warm nauseating wrench rather than an acute
strike that makes a wince and throb. In words the experience is ‘I
feel your pain.’
Immediate arguments spring to deny the logical possibility
that ‘I feel your pain,’ can be a true experience. What if we modify
the words and stay true to the experience? ‘My body is not
bleeding-bruising-broken the same as yours but I feel your pain.’
Again, this is not logically possible. To feel is to feel. Material
restraints deny the logic of this statement of experience.
To deny our capacity to feel-into the acrobat experience
simply because the acrobat is ‘up there’ and we are ‘down here’ is
an unmagical move that assumes flesh as an adequate metaphor for
all that we know as ‘body.’
Dichten in being-of is stating regardless (in the face of) the
illogical possibilities.

Ethical overlays
‘Intersubjective’
The experience of empathy acts as though it is of its own will. Empathy
pulls and turns upon regardless of justification. This is an ethics at the level
Levinas intended – person to person. And, also like Levinas, this is a
relational ethics that occurs in the realm of raw perception rather than postperception (if such a distinction can be made). Yet, empathy as an
experience does not perform Levinas’ totalizing act (judging for race, class
or gender) when perceiving the other. Nor is there the ethical burden of
proximity (at least, not yet). Levinas sees the social as a being-for; it is an
act of giving whereby we are constituted as self only by being-for the
other. To be self is to be subjugated to other. In this is Levinas’ ethics; the
responsibility of constituting other.

The ethics of empathy goes beyond the point described by Levinas.
At the perception stage, those famous ‘face’ moments in Levinas, for
example, empathy makes demands upon us, it wrests a toll and we
are the carrier for its expression. In thought we may not be aligned
with our acts of empathy; we may determine that for this object,
person, situation, one’s empathy is not deserved. But this is not a
matter in which we have choice. Empathy sinks and rises with
perception, not knowledge. We know people have empathy for
objects that cannot suffer such as a robot (see Glaskin 2012 on
anthropomorphism), or have an empathy experience towards a person
who is known to have caused suffering. Our empathy, emergent
outside control, may sicken or distress when at odds with other
kinaesthetic knowledges within our body. Given this, the experience
of empathy goes far beyond the current myth

“To demand anything else
makes no sense here.”
Analogy plays a deeper, myth-making role in contemporary
discussions of empathy. Much current research seeks to resolve “the
problem of empathy”. Like the problem of “the explanatory gap” the
supposed “problem of empathy” is constructed through argument,
not experience.

The “problem of empathy” is a constructed dilemma that assumes
we are separate entities in all material respects. Yet, in experience we
can feel another’s material reality. If you are in pain, I too may hurt.
Such experiences cannot be accounted for in the empiricist's model; it
is not logically possible that ‘I’ can feel ‘your’ pain; it is, therefore a
‘problem’. You are apart from me yet I can ‘experience’ your feelings
or sensations. How can we be separate yet experience an involuntary
union?

A ‘backstory’ that explains empathy is “the argument from analogy”.
In this, I overlay my experiences to my perception of you. After
perceiving that you are somewhat similar to me and, based on this,
deciding you must, therefore, have similar experiences to me, such as
pain, I decide you are analogous to me. You are something like a
reflection of me, a mirror, if you will.
No quality of human nature is more remarkable, both in itself and in its
consequences, than that propensity we have to sympathize with others, and
to receive by communication their inclinations and sentiments, however,
different from, or even contrary to our own (Hume 1978 [1739–40]:316–17).

Argument from
analogy

‘How do I know
what the other is
experiencing?’

The argument from analogy has a peculiar structure. It begins with
knowledge about my own inner (private and hidden) experiences such
as sensation and emotion e.g. sadness. Simultaneous to this I have
knowledge about my outer (public and observable) body including its
gestures and expressions, e.g. tears, sobbing, downturned mouth. I can
perceive that you have an outward, observable body like mine. I can
perceive your outward, public expressions and infer by analogy, your
inner, hidden experiences.
The argument from analogy thus construes emotional expression, such
as tears or laughter, as outward signs that I can read like a code and
infer your inner emotional experience. My understanding of another’s
feelings is always in the same category as the doctor’s diagnosis of the
presence of rubeola virus from the spots on a patient’s skin.
Argument from analogy assumes emotions and gestures are foundationally
private; that we choose to ‘keep’ some gestures ‘hidden’ from shared
expression. In experience, however, we cannot repress articulation as it is
part of the emotion. Discretion is a modality in social life but to cry out, for
example, is the governance of pain.
Argument from analogy begins blank; with not knowing what the other is
experiencing. The assumed modality of living is to be oblivious, ignore or
disregard the experiences of others.
Thus, the question, ‘How do I know…?’ attempts to explain aberrations to
the individualised private bubble. The argument from analogy seeks to
explain, as though knowing another person’s first-person experience is a
conundrum.
The analogy argument relies on the visual sense. The argument is an
exchange of information between myself to myself and then, through my
seeing the other, from the other to myself.

Testing mirrors and monkeys
Gallese (2003) is credited with ‘discovering’ neurological verifiability of the
nature of empathy. His quest was to ‘discover’ a common mechanism that
explains empathic responses. Gallese discusses, “recent neurophysiological
and brain imaging data on monkeys and humans, showing that the 'like me'
analogy may rest upon a series of 'mirror-matching' mechanisms” (2008).
These findings are derived from the argument from analogy.

A macaque monkey watched an experimenter carry food.
Gallese took activity readings from parts of brains living inside the skulls
of two monkeys.
He, therefore, discovered “mirror neurons” in people.

Gallese has collapsed
- Inference into evidence
- Evidence into neurons
- Neurons into brains scans
- Brain scans into brains
- Brains into food behaviour
- Food behaviour into empathy
“We recorded electrical activity from 532 neurons in the rostral part of inferior
area 6 (area F5) of two macaque monkeys. Previous data had shown that
neurons of this area discharge during goal-directed hand and mouth
movements. We describe here the properties of a newly discovered set of F5
neurons ('mirror neurons', n = 92) all of which became active both when the
monkey performed a given action and when it observed a similar action
performed by the experimenter. Mirror neurons…” (Gallese 2003:517).

“Our sickness is: we
want to explain”

“The explanation is so much thinner than the
phenomena” (Dickerson 2016).

„Die Menschen, die
immerfort >warum<
fragen, sind wie die
Touristen die, im
Baedeker lesend, vor
einem Gebäude stehen
und durch das Lesen der
Entstehungsgeschichte
etc. etc. daran gehindert
werden, das Gebäude zu
sehen“ (Wittgenstein
1980:40).

The people who always ask "why" are like the tourists, who read
the Baedeker in front of a building and are prevented from seeing
the building as they are too busy reading the history of its
construction etc. etc. (Wittgenstein 1980:40).

Looking at the cathedral, Husserl says, “In the setting of everyday
life there is a consciousness in having by one’s self, of Objects, as a direct
having-over-against…” There is a poetic and bodily feel in Husserl’s
description. A ‘conscious having’ by oneself is parallel to Buytendijk’s
hand grasping, possessing (Buytendijk 1961:105). It is not only our hand
that can possess. Our mind, mouth, vagina, anus, hand can grasp,
possess and enclose. We can hold in the leibhaftigen and in the seele as

flesh soul

the two are never separable in life, they are verflicht (see, for example,

woven,
intertwined

Husserl’s §62 on the unity between Leib, Körper and Seele (1952:281-8)).
To ‘have’ in perception is a direct ‘having-over-against’. Me
perceiving; the having, is a consuming experience, both instant and
subjugated. In ‘having-over-against’ we are forced to grasp Husserl’s
social cathedral experience as a movement and tension.
To write this, we write the cathedral as an object, apart from us.
Yet, to look with the front face of our whole body, between you and the
cathedral, there is pulling and resistance. Can the cathedral be captured
by you? The ‘whole’ cathedral (as we write it in myth) resists. This is
Husserl’s point, that the limitations from the place of explanation are, in
fact, intrinsic to the act. The qualities are not deficiencies but
characteristics. We cannot grasp the whole cathedral. We can enclose
some.

We can use Smith’s (2010) idea of “felt meanings” (non-logocentric
meanings) to grasp Husserl’s ‘having-over-against’. Through this
setting (the felt setting) comprehension is rational but not reasonbased. In this setting, phenomena can make sense but not be
articulable nor explained. It makes no sense to talk of ‘having-overagainst’ as a series of hyphenated words with meanings denoted
and connoted. ‘Having-over-against’ must be felt as a description of
the act of looking.

If we let ‘having-over-against’ be felt, there is something like the
experience of swooping in the to and fro of a long-roped swing.
We are having. We are the pendulum in motion. We are havingover. We are bearing down, forward, in a rush. We are reaching
the arc of the swing where motion pauses at the tipping point. In
our bodies we feel the dip to the sense of a moment’s rest before
the lurch. We are having-over-against. In fro we pull back into the
sweep of the arc. First we reel then surge backwards. We cannot
close a hand, mouth, mind around this for we are wholly making it,
in it. We may Dichten; not divide phenomenology from life, but
disclose coincidence with precision; not write ‘about’ but ‘of’. Use
the friend in analogy.

“Having-over-against” is an encompassing description of experience.
To engage in something that ‘has’ you, captures you, over and
against, is to be devoured. You have become; changing your unity
and experiencing another. It is to be in of-ness. Schuetz asks,
“…how can I, being a male, grasp by empathy the vocalizations of
certain sensations in a female body” (1953:412). The answer is to be
grasped by, not to grasp; the answer is to be of in-ness. For
Schuetz to experience empathy he must not take but receive. This
is both the corridor to, and experience of, empathy in the
Husserlian sense.

-Kneel for me sweet stoat, I say.
The lower curve of your back hoops from your broad shin scaffold.
You are misty soft as the green beneath your kneecaps. Up, looking
up, with onyx- seed eyes. Black nadir.
Breath held. Panting. Gravid. Drooling. Those eager heart-romps
trained into heel.
I fill all-you-this-in-me - corpuscle bursts, my blooming blue
mushroom.
Your anamorphs I offer as composure. Lifting the curtain’s corner
on deed does not murder the magic but concentrates the
accomplishment. I glisten at the splendid sharing of this next.
-If you return, change your black kirtle for this pair of white
trousers so I can see you from the bath-tub, I say.
You take the roll of cloth and winch it beneath the leather strapped
around your thigh. Cumulus clouds shape rain. Morning song is
winding down.
-Do not bring your face here until you have the ten yellow stones, I
say, -Head East. Take this gift.
I reach my arm towards you. You nod and put your lips to the back
of my hand. Your palms cup for the offering. I let the ball of flax fall
into your shallow. Flax grew thick last summer. We harvested for
bowstring. We rippled the seed pods with your toes. After drying, I
scutched the fibres on a cluster of tin nails anchored to your thighs.
You spun plies on the wheel until your wounds had healed. Your
face retells the story as the texture of the twine is recognised by your
hands.

-You’ll find your toolkit in the tree throw, I say -You must drill the
fire by hand.
Digging stick, stone hammer and a few curled maple leaves for vessel
rest in the throw before the creek. You’ve clutched at wild many times
for me.
Practice to learn each labour took weeks.
You’ll dust bath after collecting your kit taking care with creases and
folds. There will be sapling berry canes by the creek that you’ll belt
around your waist. Shoes of clay and nettles.
You’ll tunnel a clay pit for fire and cook roots with hot rocks. Pollen
you gather from blossoms you must bring home for pancakes. You
cannot return without five feathers from five birds and a dry bone to
carve for a pipe.
-Remember, as a child, when your Uncle came to visit you and your
cousins, I ask, -He threw a bear-skin between you. They all ran,
squealing but you took to it with the stone axe. You hacked it a
second death.
You lower your head, reading the ground.
I continue, - You were born from magic. You took to land after your
mother ordered you travel by sea. You like it hard, so I am giving you
this. Clasping your shoulders I pull you to rise. I hold a stick across
your lips, you bite down and hold it in place with back teeth.
I walk back to the hut and drag your burden from under the verandah
table. Swinging the carved black walnut beam onto my shoulder, I
bend

and gather the bows and hammer with my free hand. I stride,
carrying and retuning to where you wait. Using the slope of the hill, I
open the device and lay the beam onto the ground.
-Lie down, I say, -palms up.

You arch your neck across the seat line. The back of your head cannot
touch the ground. You will soon strain in the neck to hold it steady.
-Wrists, I say.
You lay your hands open to the side of your face but close to each ear.
I crouch behind your head and trail grey sallow catkins across your
palms.
You bite down on the teeth-stick. Each hand flexes back towards the
ground as your wrists rest on the beam. I leave a soft bud in each
hand and push a bow into the two holes either side of your wrist.
Tapping the apex of the arch you become fixed. A keeper pin slides
into each bow’s arm and you are yoked.
-Parade and posture, I say – As though you’ve just slain the son of
Pasiphae.
Using the hill’s slant you scrunch and sit, kneel and rise. I let my
smile free. Magnificent in restriction, yoked you make your own
horizon. I release the stick from your mouth. You fist and palm your
hands, finding yourself. Your elbows look to settle. You draw up your
spine and twirl to the left on the ball of one foot, flicking the other out
in the eddy behind.

-Can you, I ask.
-I’ll try, you say.
-Go then.
On the downhill slope, the swing of your skirt as you trot towards
the morning sun is a prettiness. Hair is jouncy gay, feet light and
hope in supply. To succeed is a discipline, to fail is a punishment.
There is no losing. I return to the hut to prepare for your return.
You’ll have the ten stones. The rituals will be honoured.
By mid-morning I see thin smoke-lines scattering the sky above
the almond grove. I wonder if you made a drill with the flax twine.
I imagine you tilted in the yoke. Perhaps holding the drill with your
upper hand, pressing it into the hearthboard, held tight with a bent
knee. Bowing the line with the bow in your mouth, shaking your
head fro, fro. I wonder how long before char dust became ember.

I am proud of you.

The sun has fallen below the chicken’s roost. I undress. Air to skin. If
you are not home by sundown, you must stay out all night. I want you
home.

Stepping into the warm water I feel inside myself, the you I carry. You
and the heavy bronze club, the taut pines and wild sow. Beating
above the heart and bending back the horns. You will be home.

A shade amongst others at the edge of the copse at the lay of our hill.
A far-off shape. Wanting to see white, I see white. Heart’s-thrum is
deeper in water. The sky pinkens. Stoat marches home, up up the hill.
There you are, wonderfully broken but enduring. Your story will last
centuries.
Gladdened, I open to eat your aspects. Features sharpen as distance
shortens. The white trousers are stained and muddied. Arms maroon
in pools from restriction of the yoke. Hands filthy. Face filthy.

I stand, calves still submerged in the deep water. The fire-basket is
still burning and the water heats through the coiled pipes.
-Come, I say.

With firmness, I sweep my wet hand from your nose, across eye
socket, cupping down to jaw. Then again on the other side. The filth
is film. I wipe you again. Into the bath, I plunge for the sponge and
twist out the water over your wearied hands. Mud, dirt, gravel, clay
catch water and run with it. We stand until dark this way. I mopping,
wiping you.

You shake as you offer your hands. Cold and pain working you. The
left hand cradles the right and resting on top is a small parcel of
woven brown grasses. I take the package and snap its dry tie. The
parcel unfolds and a compressed pat of golden yellow powder glows
in the candlelight.
My breath hitches behind my breastbone. You must have bargained
with the gods to gather this bounty of pollen. There is more here than
flowers on our hill. A rush in my heart and -/- to shroud you in all the
golden sunsets, bathe your legs in all the salted oceans. I want to
carry you, to bed, to sky, to the past we missed.

-I expected more, I say.

From a filthy sack of stripped bark hairs you take another object. I
see it is the bone. Cracked long ago at the thinner end, the tears worn
to white crumbles. The longer end shows scapula. This will carve well
and spring a sweet sound.
-It is broken, I say placing it aside.
From behind your back, carried flat for preservation, you show me a
book with smooth bark covers. I take it from your fingers as they
tremor. I wonder how it is you keep your spirit obedient, how you
keep forcing your body to take the next step, shift, sign. I lay the book
between us and turn back the cover. The first page is a feather.
-Name it, I say holding the quill-tip to your chest.

You whisper a bird’s name. I turn the pages of the book, counting.
-That is only four, I say.
You nod and begin to crawl backwards, towards the door. Your
shoulders are red beneath the filth the yoke has rubbed on you.
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